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Syllabus 
This atudy investigated a wide range of water resource probl ... 
and opportunities related to the Missouri River and the six main stem 
d .... along an area extending over 1.500 miles from Sioux City. Iowa 
to Three lorks. Montana. Subjects of the study were: the feasibility 
of installing additional hydro-power generating units both at the 
main stem dams and adjacent to the river; resolution of bank erosion. 
waterlogging. and residual flood problema; opportunities for recre-
ation. fish and wildlife enhancement; operating plans of the main 
stem system considering future water use; and potential for extend-
ing naVigation upstream from Sioux City. Iowa. 
Several elements were dropped during the course of the study. 
Water sllocation and marketing was an initial objective; however. 
b.,in states indicated such studies to be untimely. This report. 
therefore. does not make any recommendations dealing with priorities 
of water use. Surface inundation and waterlogging along a 10-.11e 
reach upatream from the mouth of the Niobrara River during periods 
of high release from lort Randall have been judicially determined 
to require lederal compensation of 
port will deal with thia problem. 
the landowners. A separate re-
In response to the waterlogging 
problem at Buford-Trenton. North Dakota. the Corps has developed a 
drainage plan to be accomplished under existing authority. Ex-
tension of navigation past the main stem dams or only aa far as 
Yankton. South Dakota. i8 clearly infeasible even under the moat 
favorable aasumptions. Potential hydro-power addition. at the Oabe 
and lort Randall damait •• and a pumped-storage facility at Garrison 
have been deferred for future evaluation. 
The .elected plan includes elements for bank stabilization and 
recreation accsss. additional hydro-power capacity. restoration of 
trophy fishing at Lakes Oahe and Francis C""e, and National Wild 
and Scenic Rive~ designation of the GAvins Point-Ponca State Psrk 
reach. Plan cnwponents were nelectrrl fr::l'1l a.n array of alternat1."veft 
as.essed in terms of national ~conomic development, environmental 
qualley, and Racial and reF-ionRt effects. ~qnk atabilization con-
sists of desi~n and con~t~u~eion of soft nr~tect1on works emplo,ing 
river management techniques designed to preserve the existing environ-
.... nt while at tbe s ..... ti_ preserving high bank lands. Missouri 
River sites authorized by river reach belo~ Garrison, Fort Randall, 
and Gavins Point Dam3 in Section 32. rL 93-251, in addition to five 
locations belnw Fort Peck n"", ;md nne loc!'lti<"tl. bel"'" Oahe D8IIl are in-
cluded 1n the selected plan. The Fed~ral conntruction coat will be 
$15,307,000 and the non-Feder3l coat ~ill tntal $878,000, Construction 
of five river access sites in conjunctinn vith bank protection will 
cost $355,000. The selected hydro-pow~r addl:ions r.onsiRt of a 185 mw 
expansion at Fort Peck with a reregulation d~ at an investment coat 
of $84,253,000; a 272 mw exp~ns1on at Garrison Dam with a reregu-
lation da .. at an invelltment c".t (If $90,748,000; anrl a 1180 _ pumped-
storage plant !'ldjacent to LAke Francis rosse aC ~n invest~nC coat of 
$274,553,000. For the three hydro-power additions, annual benefits 
total 568,893,000 and annual coats equal $45,622,000 resulting in a 
1.5 benefit-coat ratio. The plan selected for restoration of a 
northern pike fishery at Lak~s O~he and Francis Case consists of 
construction of reArin~ pandA and an enhanced lakeshore forage baAe 
at 12 sites at a coat of $4,270,000. IID~rov~ments in fishing oppor-
tunity will yield $1,080,000 in snnual ben~fits; and with annual 
costa totaling $363,000, the ratio of benefits to costa i~ 3.0. An 
additional element of the selected plan conAista of de~ignat1on of 
about 60 ail~!! of the: MisAouri River fro~ G .... '"::-i.nlll Point: DaJIl to P011c:.a 
State Park under PL 90-542 as a co~onent at the Wild and Sc~nic 
River System. A reconnaiaaance study has f" .. nc that thi .. "lver reach 
possesses the features that make it el1gibl.! for such d""igTI"tion. 
Acquisition of recreation ea.e~nt9, river f~a4ure stabilizat1nn, 
and a small amount of fee pnrc.."lase for riv'!r aceeSR fac11it:1..t!1 result!' 
in a first cost of $7,412,000 and an annual cost of $661,000. 
Annual beaefits of $3,306,000 yield a benefit-cost ratio of 5.0. 
Total investment cost for the selected plan 18 $477,776,000. 
This investigation has proceeded to the ·point of e.tsblishing 
the econa.ic fs .. ibility of improv ... nt; however, further in .. sti-
gation i. nece.sary to resolve certain re.a1n1ag.eKYiron..ntal i.suas. 
It is therefore recoeaended that the selected plan be authorized for 
Phas. I design .. morandum stage of advanced engineering and design, 
at an estimated cost of $2,500,000. 
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The Study and Report 
This section traces the numerous expressions of Congressional 
interest in the upper Missouri River and their consolidation into 
a single report. Administrative details concerning coordination 
with other entities, public participation and a bibliography of 
prior studies are also provided. 
Purpose and Authority 
The purpose of this study is to investigate a wide range of 
water resource problems and opportunities all having in common some 
link with the Missouri River. Original authority under which this 
~tudy was made is contained in 20 serarate Congressional actions 
extending from 1938 to 1970. Authority to consolidate these 
specific outstanding and interrelated actions was contained in a 
series of letters from the Office, Chief of Engineers (aCE) to the 
Missouri River Division during the period 1Q,2 through 1977. In 
1 
additjon to ~e specific study authorities, Congressional actions 
of a broader, general nature also impact on this investigation. 
These general authorities include Section 122 and Section 21& of 
the 1970 River and Harbor and Flood Control Act (PL 91-&11). 
Scope of Study 
The studies have examined the feasibility of installing ad-
ditional generating units at the existing main stem dams; the oppor-
tunities and feasibility for new power developments adjacent to the 
Missouri River: bank erosion problema and potential alternatives for 
problem resolution: waterloggin~ and sedimentation problema and 
potential alternatives for problem resolution; recreation, fish and 
wildlife enhancement opportunities including legal and institutional 
requirements for implementation; main stem system operating plans 
in light of possible future water uses: and an update of navigation 
potential upstream from Sioux City, Iowa. Studies were extensive 
enough to permit plan selection and to determine economic feasi-
bility. The study area consists of the Missouri River reach and 
adjacent lands from Sioux City, Iowa, to Three Forks, Montana. 
Study Participants and Coordination 
lhe Corps of Engineers had the principle responsibility for 
conducting and coordinating the study, plan formulation, consoli-
dation of other agency information and preparing the report, except 
for evaluation of the reach below Gavins Point for possible desig-
nation as a recreational river. Responsibility for this study was 
shared jointJ.y with the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. 
Coordination with a number of interested agencies was a part 
of the study effort. Sources of input were: 
2 
Federal 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Soil Conservation Service 
Federal Power Commission 
Environmental Protection Agency 
National Park Service 
U. S. Geological Survey 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management 
Non-Federal 
Missouri River Basin Commission 
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks 
North Dakota State Game and Fish Deoartment 
Montana Department of Fish and Game 
South Dakota Department of Natural Resource Development 
Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 
North Dakota State Water Commission 
Land use information was received from County Agents in 
~jontana, North Dakota, Nebraska, and South Dakota; appropriate 
State Planning agencies served as information clearinghouses dur-
ing th" course of the study. Public meetings have been held at 
various times during the course of the separate survey investi-
gations; the most recent meetings concerned the initiation of the 
additional hydro-power study in 1971. After consolidation of the 
surveys into a single Umbrella Study. public meetings were held at 
Bismarck, North Dakota, Great Falls, MOntana, Pierre and Yankton, 
South Dakota, 28, 29, 30 June and 1 July 1976, respectively. In 
addition, two interim status reports were widely distributed to 
the public. 
The Report 
This report has been arranged into a ~ain report with t~ree 
appendices. The main report is a non-technical presentation of the 
3 
feasibility study. It contains a description of the study area, 
including elti.sting improvements; current problems and opportunities; 
formulation of a suitable plan; a summary of economic benefits, 
costs, and justification; a designation of appropriate responsibilities 
between Federal and non-Federal interests; and recommendations for 
implementing the selected plan. 
Appendix 1 is a technical report following the same general 
outline written in greater detail for the technical reviewer. Prob-
lems and their possible solutions are presented in the same order as 
found in the main report. Appendix 2 contains all pertinent cn~nr~ 
on report review. Ao~end1x 3 contains reDnTt~ frnm nthpT AP~c1es. 
Prior Studies and Reports 
Prior reports by the Corps of Engineers covering the reach of 
the Missouri River under consideration in this investigation date 
back to 1881. The following table lists these reports and summarizes 
their conclusions. 
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Resources and Economy of the Study Area 
Although the Missouri drainage basin's 529,000 square miles 
account for 17 percent of the "lower 48," the area of this study is 
limited to the narrow belt bounding the reach from Sioux City to 
the Missouri River headwaters, as indicated on Plate 1. The counties 
immediately adjacent to the river along this reach have been desig-
nated as corridor counties; their area is 88,000 square miles, about 
one-third of the four-state total which lies within the basin. 
Environmental Setting and Natural Resources 
Elevations range from 4,000 feet msl at Three Forks, Montana, 
to 1,100 feet at Sioux City, Iowa. River slope varies from six 
feet per mile above Great Falls down to three feet per mile from 
there to Fort Peck Lake, with one foot per mile prevailing through-
out the remainder of the study reach. Valley lands above Fort Peck 
are generally narrow and undeveloped; from Fort Peck to Garrison 
they average two miles wide. From the hea&~aters of Lake Sakakawea 
to Gavins Point Dam, a distance of 757 miles, the m~in stem reser-
voirs occupy more than 620 miles of the river valley. Open reaches 
of river exist between Garrison and Lake Oahe (87 miles), between 
Oahe and Lake Sharpe (five miles), and between Fort Randall and 
Lewis and Clark Lake (4S miles). 
From Gavins Point Dam to Ponca, Nebraska, a distance of about S9 
miles, the Missouri River is still in a semi-wild state. River 
discharges are regulated by the Gavins Point project and significant 
flooding has been eliminated. Except for isolated reaches, banks 
have not been stabilized and the river is free to meander over wide 
limits. Bank erosion is continually active. The river has a slope 
of about one foot per mile and the channel is from 1,200 feet to 
6 
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5,000 feet wide, averaging 2,600 feet. The river has been stabi-
lized 18 miles by the Sioux City to Kenslers Bend project. Up-
stream, the area between the normal high banks has multiple chan-
nels, low islands, sand bars, and bordering marsh with extensive 
willow growth. Some areas alon~ the river bank are cultivated, 
while in others native timber growth extends a short distance in-
land from the bank. 
Wide variances in seasonal flow characterize the Missouri 
River. The winter season is a period of low flows. From December 
to February, ice may cover the river as far south as Kansas City, 
Missouri. A typical spring rise begins in late March or early 
April with the melting of plains snow cover. A rise which is 
generally lower in peak flow but greater in volume is ·usually ex-
perienced in June when snowmelt from the higher plateaus and 
mountains may combine with runoff from prolonged spring rainfall. 
This is the usual period of maximum flow in the upper basin tribu-
taries which are fed primarily by mountain snowmelt. Following 
the June rise, low flows usually prevail during the late summer 
and early autumn, interrupted by rises caused by occasional heavy 
rains. 
The historic flood, by which all others in the upper basin 
are judged, occurred in 1881. A heavy snow blanketed the plains 
area that spring. Huge ice gorges in the Dakotas accompanied the 
spring thaw and the ice breakup. A crest of 18.5 feet above flood 
stage was reached at Yankton, South Dakota, highest known on the 
Missouri River. The flood produced a volume estimated to be over 
40 million acre-feet at Sioux City, Iowa. 
Runoff in 1975 from the draina~e area controlled by the main 
stem reservoir system (i.e., upstream of Gavins Point Dam) exceeded 
any previous year in a record extending back to 1898, although down-
stream at Sioux City the annual volume in 1927 was one million 
7 
Jere-fee.t greater. Regulat:f en of L~.l.; ~ ilt..&.'~~. reSl11te.i ~ll \laP 
storage recorda at Port Peck, Garrisntl and ,lahe and record :::el....u;" 
rates ranging frOlll 35,000 At F"rt l'eck in .:l1e upper end of the 
system to 61,000 at Gavins Point at th .. dQNU8treall end. Flooding 
aaSQciated with thase rele .. sea was mino~ ~"h the exception of a 
10-.11" reach upstream ir01ll ell ... "'O<1t!l ". tho: !liobrara River 
about which DlDre will b. re"crted in "ul;,;aquCIlt pagee. U.,ring the 
flood season 12 million acre-feet of flood flows were :!tnred with 
-:ed.u:tion '.n peak flow of .. haul: 110,00:: do in all the downetre .... 
~j,~ ... r res"hes except for an 80,001) cfs re<i",,::ion below Fort Peck. 
Annual tunoff, lika "'''''Inns1 flOll, "t'tetnates widely. At 
Sioux City the yield has ranged frOll 3, .,1J11on acre-feet in 1927 
to 10.6 million acre-feet in 1931. Since the first year of annual 
fl"" "ar.ulation, 1898, the up"er b~in has experienced two pr.otracted 
droughts. nle first, extending frail 1930 through 1941, averaged 
15.6 million acre-feet per year at Sioux City. The second, running 
from 1954 through 1961 averaged 18.3 llilliou acre-feet RDnuslly. 
Thase values compare to the lonR-term average of 24.1, million acre-
feet, based on 1949 depletion l'IIVels. 
In its natural .tate, the Missouri River transported a Redi-
ment load increasing frOll! au averall" of 25 million tons per yel''r 
in the vicinity of Fort Peck to 150 million to"" per year at Y.mktnn, 
South Dakota. Since cOllStruc:tion of the .. ain stem d .... , beginning 
with the closure of Fort Peck 1n 1936, Rediment entering the reRer-
vnirs haa been trapped, with a consequent change in the historic 
for=acion of accretion lands which formerly offset erosion effects. 
Extremes in temperature across the basin are induced by alter-
nating cold air .... ses from the northwest and warm air .... saa from 
the gulf re8ion. Seasonal and even daily temperature range. are 
large, frequently falling to 20 degrees or more below zero during 
the winter and exceeding 100 degre .. during the summer months. 
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Most of the year, daily temperatures may vary from 30 to 40 degrees. 
The highest average annual precipitation occurs in the moun-
tains, where annual amounts may total over 40 inches. The Great 
Plains portion of the basin is noted for its relatively scanty and 
erratic precipitation. From the southwest to the northwest the 
average annual amounts range from about 25 inches to about 12 inches. 
Because most of the rainfall occurs in the plains between !Iay and 
early July, productive agriculture is possible. Occasional high 
intensity thunderstorms, often with high winds and hail, cause 
severe crop damage. Winter snowfall in the plains is generally 
light. 
Exploitation of mineral deposits in the Xissouri River basin 
above Sioux City has historically played an important role in de-
velopment. Early settlement of the mountainous areas of western 
Montana and the Black Hills of South Dakota was stimulated by the 
discovery of gold and silver; other base metals such as copper, 
lead, and zinc were exploited as well. More recently, ferroalloys 
and minor minerals, such as tungsten, vanadium, chromium, beryllium, 
lithium, uranium, and thorium have been produced. Expanded pro-
duction of lignite and coal began in the mid-1960's. Additional 
thermal generating plants coupled with the promised development 
of gasification facilities will use appreciable quantities of water 
resources in the coming decades in addition to imposing tremendous 
socio-~conomic impact on rural communities. Taken together, sub-
bituminous coal and lignite cover most of eastern lIontana and the 
western one-half of North Dakota with a relatively small amount 
found in adjacent northwestern South Dakota. An estimated 160 
billion tons of recoverable coal or about 37 percent of the ~lation' s 
total known recoverable reserves are located in this area. 
Native soils in the basin vary l.nth zones of climate and vege-
tation. Most have developed under grass cover. The exception is 
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the mountain complex 80i18 of the Rackies, the Black Hills and 
adjacent areas where coniferous forests are the principal vege-
tation. Alluvial soils of bottomlands and terraces occur in all 
zonal groups. 
Man and His Works 
The Hissouri River has played a key role in man's journeys 
and settlements across a heartland area making up a sixth of the 
48 contiguous states. From prehistoric times until today, develop-
ing patterns of co-.nicationa, population, and cOllllllerce have re-
sponded to the river's rich diversity in flora and fauna. Stone 
age hunters and gatherers were quick to exploit these riches which 
were much more important to their survival than to survival of men 
in a mechanized era., Throughout the 12,000 year chronology of known 
human occupation, the upper Hissouri valley has provided the neces-
sities of food, water, cover and fuel and with the convenience of a 
well landloarked trailway. Each of the Paleo-Indian, Archaic and 
Late Prehistoric hunting and gathering cultures knew and used these 
reaources, although the degree varied among cultures. 
Physical evidence left behind by these early peoples furnishes 
clues to their ways of life. An accumulation of such clues is 
ter.ed a "site" by archaeologists. For the reasons mentioned above, 
the length of the Hissouri trench abounds in such sites, represent-
ing the way. of life of many different peoples across 12,000 years 
of ti ... ad 1,600 II1les of linear apace. 
POPUUTION 
By 1950, the Opper Hissouri River Basin had attained a popu-
lation of 1,615,000. During the next two decades, the population 
of the nation increased by 35 percent, the population of the entire 
His.ouri Basin grew by 21 percent, but the Opper Basin changed very 
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little - increasing by six percent in the first decade and declin-
ing by three percent in the aecond. 
Allor parts of 24 Indian Reservations are located in the 
Missouri River Basin. Seventeen, plus part of the Siseton-Wahpeton 
Reservation, are in the Upper Missouri River Basin area. Nearly 
90 percent of the Missouri River Basin Indian population of 62,428 
in 1973, lived on or near reservations in the Upper Basin area. 
Of these, almost 50 percent reside in nine of the above referenced 
reservations on or near the Missouri River above Sioux City. 
LAND USE 
l.and use data provided by the Census of Agriculture are tabu-
lsted below. Changes in land areas from one enumeration year to 
another can result from changes in political boundaries, streams, 
lakes or construction of reservoirs. 
LAND USE A:lD 
AGRICULTIJRAL PRACTICES 
~funtana Uorth Dakota South Dakota Nebraska 
;~and Area 1949 77,224 (30,823) 25,864 (12,309) 47, RJ4 (11,925) 13 ,605 (1,846) 
(1,OOO's 1959 77,164 (30,786) 25,485 (11,948) 47,733 (11,835) 13,593 (1,834) 
of acres) 1969 77,074 (30,728) 25,406 (11,897) 47,466 (11,&]&) 13,5&9 (1,831) 
Land in 1949 72.3 (66.3) 89.9 (39.1) 91.3 (95.9) 90.3 (9&.4) 
Forms 1959 77.9 (75.8) 92.6 (92.3) 91.& (92.9) 97.& (95.9) 
(Perc.ent) 19&9 76.9 (73.4) 97.7 (98.6) 93.8 (96.7) 93.1 (91.9) 
'lumber of 1949 2R,140 (11,378) 30,163 (13,380) 6:,900 (14,471) 13,779 (6,414) 
Farms 1959 23,293 (9,482) 25,586 (11,125) 52,809 (12,345) 11.773 (;,557) 
1969 20.831 (8,338) 22 t tJJ (9,942) l,] ,420 (10 .155) 9,781 (4,382) 
Averoge 1949 1.984 (1,795) 771 (820) 695 (790) 951 (278) 
Size Farm 1959 2. ,586 (2,462) 923 (991 ) ["\29 (891 ) 1, 127 (317) 
(acres) 1969 2,844 (2,707) 1,121 (1,130) 1,026 (1,108) 1,291 (184) 
Cropland 1949 23.7 (18.0) 57.3 (;1.8) 43,5 (43.3) 32.3 (65.8) 
(Percent of 1959 23.8 (25.7) 56.5 (;0.4) 41.9 (43.1) 30.2 (62.7) 
farmland) 1969 26.0 (28.5) 57.2 (50.8) 42.8 (44.0) 28.4 (67. 1) 
~ast.ure and 19l.9 71.1 (6B.l) 37.3 (42,(,) 5=.0 (5 J. 2) 63.2 (26.4) 
Range 1959 72.7 (70.2) 38.8 (44.3) 5 ... 5 (54. 1) 66.4 (30.8) 
(Percent of 1969 1i3.4 (59.4) 31.0 (34.4) -'+ 1.4 (3R.3) 66.4 (26. 1) 
farmland 
(xx) (Corridor r.ounties) 
Source: lI. S. Dept. of Cor.ncrce, CenslIS of ,\r,riculture 
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ECONOMICS 
Generally, population levels and trends are related to levels 
and trends of employment. In the absence of employment opportunities, 
the resident population is pressured to bec.,.. lIObi!e, lIIOYing to 
where employment is available. Employment to population ratios, 
both in corridor and nOD-corridor counties of the upper basin area 
have historically been slightly lover than those for the Miaaouri 
River Region and the Nation as shown in the following table. 'This 
can be attributed to limited mobility of the labor force. 
LABOR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT 
AND UNEMPLOYMENT, 1970 
Montana 
Horth Dakota 
South Dakota 
Nebraska* 
Missouri River 
iagiQll 
Labor 
Force 
(l,OOO'a) 
178.8 
(82.1) 
86.7 
(46.8) 
242.0 
(46.5) 
33.4 
(12.1) 
NA 
United Stat.. 82,715 
Note: * Above Sioux City 
(xx) Corridor Counties 
NA-Not Available 
Employment 
(1,OOO's) 
169.3 
(77.4) 
82.9 
(44.5) 
233.0 
(44.9) 
32.7 
(12.0) 
3,370.7 
78,627 
Employment/ 
Population 
(Percent) 
35.8 
(35.2) 
33.8 
(34.4) 
34.5 
(36.6) 
35.7 
(34.1) 
39.7 
39.0 
Unemployment 
Rate 
(percent) 
5.3 
(5.7) 
4.4 
(4.9) 
3.7 
(3.4) 
2.1 
(1.4) 
NA 
4.9 
Sources: U. S. Dept. of Commerce Bureau of Census and U. S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
'The following tabulation is a comparison of major 1970 employ-
ment sectors in the corridor counties, the remainder of the four 
study states, and the United States. 
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EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR 
EMPLOYMENT GROUPS - 1970 
(Percent) 
Groups 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 
Mining 
Contract Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transport, Communications, Utilities 
Trade 
Pinance, Insurance, Rael btate 
Senicea 
Public Administration 
Corridor 
Counties 
20.6 
0.8 
6.6 
6.2 
5.8 
21.2 
3.8 
28.1 
6.9 
Ra .... inder 
Counties 
21.5 
2.3 
5.5 
6.9 
6.4 
22.0 
3.4 
27.1 
4.9 
Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census 
u. s. 
3.7 
0.8 
5.8 
25.0 
6.5 
19.6 
4.9 
25.9 
7.8 
Projections of population, employment, and earnings were from 
the 1972 OBERS Series E projections prspared for the Water Resources 
Council. Data were available only for Water Resources Subareas and 
atate portiona of subareas; however, it ia conaidered that theae 
relative rates of arowth will apply to the corridor counties of 
concern in the current study. 
PROJECTIONS OP POPULATION, ]!:-!PLOYMENT. AND EARNINGS 
POR STATE PORTIONS OP WATER RESOURCE SUBAREAS 
North South 
Year Montana Dakota Dakota Nebraska 
Population 1980 455 229 637 81 
(l,Ooo's) 2000 446 217 621 66 
2020 449 207 618 59 
Total Employment 1980 188 87 262 31 
0,000'&) 2000 194 88 267 26 
2020 195 85 263 23 
Earnings Per Employee 1980 12.2 11. 3 11.1 10.6 
(I,OOO's of 1975 2000 20.0 18.8 18.5 17.8 
dollars) 2020 33.1 31.7 31.1 30.2 
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During the period froa 1980 to 2020,earn1ngs are expected to 
increase about 2.2 times in Nebraska and 2.8 times in the remain-
ing three states compared to 3.4 times in the MRS and 3.6 times in 
the U. S. Only the agricultural sector displays a significant de-
cline while the service and government sectors increase somewhat. 
The projected levels of earnings per employee for the MRS in 2020 
are ~34,700. Projected distribution of earnings by industrial 
group for the year 2020 by state is shown below. These data co __ 
pare to the 1970 data shown on Page 13. 
PEllCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
OF PROJECTED EARNINGS BY 
INDUSTRIAL GROUP IN 2020 
SD HE ND- Mont 
---Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 12.4 28.5 14.3 8.4 
Mining 0.7 0.1 1.1 0.8 
Contract Construction 4.7 2.0 5.2 5.3 
Manufacturing 8.9 5.1 5.4 6.3 
Transport, eo-mications, Utilities 5.7 7.4 7.1 7.1 
Trade (Wholesale - Retail) 16.0 17.1 18.4 16.0 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 4.8 4.0 4.3 5.5 
Services 20.6 17.4 21.9 22.0 
Public Administration 26.2 18.4 22.3 28.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
RECREATION RESOURCES 
The main stem reservoir projects attract the vast majority of 
recreationists on the Missouri River within the study reach. Dur-
ing the 1967-1975 period. total averaRe annual visitor day. At thR 
si% main stem lakes was 8.2 million. As a c01allarison of passing 
interest, the total popUlation of the four states containing or 
bordering these projects is less than 3.5 million. Accommodation 
of recreation demands at the lake projects is generally adequate 
at the present time. and with the exception of improved acces8, no 
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major facilities expansion is needed in the immediate future. 
Certain minor developments such as additional launching points are 
desirable but are contingent upon non-Federal sponsorship to pro-
vide at least one-half of the development cost and assume all of 
the operation, maintenance, and replacement responsibility. Re-
luctance by potential sponsors of recreation development to dedi-
cate funds for expenditure on Federal lands, or to make long-term 
management commitments is presently deterring expansion of facili-
ties and could some day result in overuse of existing developments; 
however, there is no evidence that this is a significsnt problem 
at the present level of demand. 
THE MAIN STEM RESERVOIR SYSTEM 
The six Missouri River main stem dams are located along a 
thousand-mile stretch of river extending from Yankton, South Dakota 
to Glasgow, Montana. An embankment volume of 125 million cubic 
yards makes Fort Peck the second largest earthen dam in the world. 
Oahe follows as number three. At the base of the flood control 
poola the lakes behind these six dams offer a million acres of flat 
water; at full pool, they total 755 miles in length. 
Spillway discharge capabilities range from 275,000 to 827,000 
cfs. Each project produces hydro-power, with plant capacities 
ranging from 100,000 kw to 595,000 kw for a total of 2,048,000 kw. 
Annual generation averages more than 9 billion kilowatt hours. 
Total flood damages prevented by the system through 1975 exceed 
$1,400,000,000 in 1975 dollars. Over 8 million recreation days are 
accumulated by the projects each year. Immediately downstream of 
the study area a 730-mile navigation channel has moved an average of 
2 - 2-1/2 million tons of traffic per year. 
In the planning for, and the operation of, the main stem reser-
voirs, the general criteria and procedures have been: 
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• To maintain adequate reservoir storage space available 
for flood eontrol on the Missouri River. 
• To provide vater for irrigation. 
• To IIIake releases from the lover end of the IIIIl1n stem 
system to supply the varying seasonal requirl!llU!nts of navigation 
and water quality control, thereby providing adequate vater levels 
for munieipal vater intakes 88 vell. 
• To generate electrical energy as required to meet system 
loads, consistent with the other primary functions of flood control, 
irrigation, and navigation. 
• To incorporate special operations responsive to require-
ments of fish and wildlife and recreation insofar as practical. 
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
The entire area of the Missouri River drainage basin lies in 
a temperate grassland biome. Most of the basin falls in the mid-
grass ~rairie region with dominant native vegetative speciea such 
as western vheatgraas, green needlegrass, aide oats grams, needle-
and-thread grass, and June grass. The relllllinder is located in the 
tall graas prairie dominated by big blueatam, Indian grass, switeh 
graas, little blueetea, and sandreedgrasa. The western portion of 
the study reach is in the ahort-grass prairie originally dominated 
by buffalo graas and blue grams. These regional variants are not 
homogeneous vegetation belts, but rather all three variants are 
mosaics of all three prairie types. Cottonwood, willow, elm and 
esh ere among the important flood plain forests. 
Many fish apeciee are found along the entire main atem reach 
of the Miseouri River. Among them are: ahovelnose sturgeon, 
paddlefiah, northern pike, goldeye, European carp, flathead chub, 
fathead mixmov, blue sueker, bigmouth buffalo, smalllllDuth buffalo, 
river earpsucker, white sucker, black bullhead, channel catfish, 
stonecat. burbot, black crappie, walleye, sauger, freshwater drum, 
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emerald shiner, longnose dace, braasy minnow, silvery minnow, 
northern redhorse, largemouth bass, pumpkin-seed, bluegill, yellow 
perch and white crappie. Many of these species have been intro-
duced thus giving them a distribution through the entire system. 
A complete list of mammals that are found along the area of 
this study would include in excess of 75 species. Over one-third 
of this number can be found in good to excellent flood plain habi-
tat along this entire reach of the river. Some of the more common 
members of this group are: the masked shrew, little brown bat, 
racoon, striped skunk, coyote, eastern cottontail, deer mouse, 
white-footed mouse, muskrat, and prairie vole. Species which are 
not commonly seen because of their behavior or habitat requirements, 
but occur throughout the main stem system would include the follow-
ing: silver-haired bat, hoary bat, mink, river otter, red fox, 
badger, meadow jumping mouse, western harvest mouse and beaver. 
Three big game species can be found in the study area: the white-
tail deer, the mule deer and the prong-horn antelope. 
Three endangered mammal species range the upper basin. The 
northern rocky mountain wolf is found only in the extreme vestern 
portion of Montana. Its appearance in the study area i8 considered 
very unlikely. The black-footed ferret has been sighted in all 
four states of the study area. Little is known about this species, 
however, there does seem to be a relationship between black-footed 
ferrets and active prairie dog towns for food and shelter. There-
fore, all prairie dog towns should be considered ss possible ferret 
locations even if these towns occur in marginal habitat such as 
flood plains. Little is known about the third critical species, 
the svift fox. Indications are that it selects areas suitable for 
a year-round den site and abundant prey, usually in an open grass-
land c01lllluni ty • 
Over 250 species of birds can be found in the main stem region 
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of the Missouri River if both migrants and nesting species are 
counted. Well over 60 percent of the number are found to nest in 
the region. 
The American peregrine falcon, an endangered species, has been 
known to occur in the Fort Peck area. Ihis species is primarily a 
migrant in this location; however, during the 1969 and 1970 nesting 
aeason one aerie was reported in Kontana. TWo other endangered spec-
ies use the atudy area as a migratory route: the whooping crane and 
the Eskimo curlew. The last sighting of an Eskimo curlew occurred 
in the early 1960's. The whooping crane flies over a aegment of the 
main stem region during its yearly migration. Since it ia a migrant, 
it may occasionally use main stem aress as feeding and resting area. 
Uue to ita alinament within the central fly way, the study reach 
of the Missouri is important to many species of migratory waterfowl. 
Several million ducks and geese use the main stem lakes, sand bars, 
islands, and open river as feeding and roosting grounds during their 
spring and fall migrstion. This is especially true in the river 
reach between Yankton, South Dakota and Sioux City, Iowa. In addi-
tion, dabbling ducks such as mallards, gadwall, pintail, blue-winged 
teal, and shoveler will use the area as a primary nesting ground. 
NOD-game birds make up the largest percentage of the bird 
fauna in the study area. Thia ia a diverse group with each apecia. 
having it. ova habitat requirement. Two apecie. are DOtevorthy due 
to their propeuity to nut on sand bar. or aandy areas along the 
river proper. The.e are the piping plover and the least tern. 
Pheasant and quatl are the principle upland game bird. u.ing 
the masaic of foreet and asricultural lands on the flood plain. 
Prairie ch1ckena, sharp-tailed gronae and turkey can be found on 
the upland prairie and break. aleug the Mis ..... ri River. 
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Problems and Opportunities 
The outstanding opportunity aVailable to basin residents stems 
from the sizesble and regulated flow of the Missouri River, an asset 
susceptible of highly flexible adaptation to meet future needs. 
Most of the residual problems arise from attempts to satisfy those 
needs; while a majority receive benefit~ the possibility of detri-
mental effects upon others must be identified and assessed on bal-
ace. 
Water Use 
The scope of thia Btudy originally included efforts to identify 
those water uses which would beat promote the orderly, efficient, 
and tillely utilization of the basin's resources. Such an analysis 
would recognize the competition for available water supplies, the 
economic and environmental effects, costing and marketing policies, 
and water rights. However, the basin states, using the forum of 
the Missouri River Basin Commission, have indicated unwillingness 
to participate in such studies at this time. The upper basin states 
in particular feel strongly that to quantify specific uses is pre-
mature and should not be undertaken until after state water plans 
have been updated and state water needs have been assessed. 
This position has caused a change in the report's scope. 
Studiee are complete on the capability of the reservoir .ystem to 
supply water for today's uses and for other potential future demands. 
These studies provide a baseline from which states, the River Basin 
Commission, and other affected interests can assess general impacts 
of future actions. There are not, however, any recommendations 
dealing with priorities of water use, only an outline of tbe 
analyses which will be required to address the phYSical, economic, 
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environmental, social, and legsl and institutional issues at some 
future t~. 
WATER SUPPLY - PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
By 1898, Missouri River flowa at Sioux City had been depleted 
an estimated average of about 1.5 million acre-feet per year. Be-
ginning with that year a "reconstituted" flow record has been coa-
piled on a monthly basia, utilizing gaging recorda where available, 
high water marks and readinga taken at old military poats. Stream-
flow recorda, of courae, reflect the constantly changing levels of 
water resources development and atreaaflow depletion. Growth of 
average annual depletiona, including reservoir evaporation, ia shown 
below. These reductions in flow reflect Dot only withdrawals from 
the Missouri itaelf, but depletions of upstream tributariea aa well. 
GIlOImI or STlIlWn'LOW 
DEPLETIONS AT SIOUX CITY 
1or------r------r------r------r------r----~ 
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To be useful as an accurate measure of surface water-supply 
availability, historic streamflow data must be adjusted to a common 
level of water resources development and water use and a corres-
ponding common level of streamflow depletion. The year 1949 has 
become one common base level for studies utilizing Missouri River 
, 
flows. 
A second common base is the 1970 level of depletions. This 
level of consumptive use underlies analyses developed for the 
Missouri River Basin Comprehensive Framework Study and numerous sub-
sequent operation studies conducted by the Corps of Engineers, many 
in collaboration with the Bureau of Reclamation. Among these are 
studies run in 1970, 1974 and 1976 to estimate projected impacts of 
industrial development of western coal fields, in addition to other 
uses. Measured against the predevelopment level of 28.5 million 
acre-feet, the average annual flow under 1970 conditions is depleted 
by 6.5 million acre-feet, of which one-fourth is evaporation from 
the six main stem reservoirs. 
Concurrently with the mushrooming interest of energy companies 
in developing coal resources of the upper basin there began to be 
heard pronouncements that there is just not enough water to go 
around. In response to these frequently heard views, the Assistant 
Secretaries of Interior and Army appointed a regional Ad Hoc Com-
mittee to examine the issues involved in industrial water marketing 
from the six main stem reservoirs. This Ad Hoc Committee on Water 
Jiarketing was formed in December 1973, under the Chairmanship of 
John W. Neuberger, Chairman of the MRBC. with representation from 
,\rmy, Interior and the basin States. 
Through its efforts were developed the projections of future 
depletions presented on July 18, 1975 by the ')epartment of Interior 
to the Subcommittee on Energy Research and ~acer Resources of the 
Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, and illustrated 
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in the follo~ing figure. These depletions are essentially unchanged 
from the 1969 estimates made for use in the Missouri River Basin 
Comprehensive Framework Study with three exceptions -
• The Framework Study projected the existence in 1970 of 
several projects which have not been constructed. Depletions for 
the larger units were restored to streamflow, but the result was still 
an overstatement of depletions which amounted to several thousands 
of acre-feet annually • 
• ''Ultimate'' depletions sre an estiDLBte of full water use. 
Above Sioux City, they were reduced from 15.3 million acre-feet 
(mat) per year in the Framework to 13.3 maf per year to eliminate 
irrigstion projections unsupported by a water supply • 
• Attainment of the ultimate level was shifted from the year 
2020 to 2060. 
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A key conclusion formed by the Committee concerned minimum re-
leases from the main stem system. Releases approximating 6,000 cfs 
from Gavins Point were found necessary to meet the Kansas City re-
quirements, which also sversge 6,000 cfs, since downstream inflow 
during drouth periods scarcely offsets losses. 
Once this lower bound had been set, maximum depletions compat-
ible with it could be determined. During a repetition of the hydro-
logic cycle from 1898 to date, and based upon pre-development levels, 
the main stem reservoirs could support a year round release of 6,000 
cfs throughout the most severe drought period, which extended from 
1930 through 1941, and st the same time tolerate a depletion to 
nstural flows of 16.3 million acre-feet per year. In yesrs of better 
yield, higher releases would ensue. The value of 16.3 million acre-
feet then becomes a limit to the extent of permissible depletion 
~rowth in light of present-dsy thinking as reflected by the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Water Marketing. 
Based upon Committee projections, the Secretaries of Interior 
and Army entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on 24 
February 1975 with a duration of two years. Its expressed purpose 
was "to expedite the use of water for energy development in the 
Missouri River Basin. The terma hereof apply only to the six main 
stem reservoirs ••• " The concept was to utilize "surplus" water, 
designated in the preceding figure as the component for USBR suthor-
ized irrigation units, until that time when the units themselves 
were ready to use the water. Responding in 1976 to the statutory 
requirement for update of the Missouri River Basin Comprehensive 
Framework Study/National Asseasment, the Missouri River Basin Com-
mission elicited data from the basin states on their estimates of 
present and projected future water use. Input came from the same 
State agencies which had served on the Framework Study Groups and 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Water Marketing, but future growth of de-
pletions was projected only to the year 2000. 
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These projections are of interest in comparison to conclusions 
drawn by the Ad Hoc Committee regarding the near term availability of 
water for marketing to industry. Although the State Regional Future 
(SRF) quantified average annual depletions above Sioux City in 1975 
at a level about 40 percent above the Ad Hoc values and 30 percent 
above the Framework, this is only a part of the proble.. As stated 
earlier, the Ad Hoc evaluation slowed the estimated rate of future 
growth ao that full attainment of conaumptive uses other than for 
energy would not occur until 2060, forty years later than the Frame-
work estimate. The SRF approachea this level for the year 2000. 
If depletions were to grow at such a rate, marketing assumptions 
quite different from those upon which the MOU wss predicated would 
hsve to be developed. An additional set of estimates, the Modified 
Central Case (HCC) has been prepared for the assessment by Federal 
agencies. It is scheduled for extensive revision and, therefore, 
not evaluated in detail here. 
CONSE~UENCES OF FUTURE DEPLETIONS 
The effect of future depletions on main stem hydro-power gener-
ation aay be suaaarized as follows: peaking capability in kilowatts 
will be reduced by less than ten percent; energy generation will 
decline about 500 kwh for every acre foot withdrawn, amounting to 
a decline of nearly 50 percent at the ulti~te depletion level. 
Based on 1976 costs of generation, this energy could be replaced for 
one to three dollars an acre foot, depending on the fuel used. The 
ability of the main atem projects to deliver peaking power will be 
affected to a lesser extent than its ability to provide base load energy. 
The combination of drouth and depletions can be expected to 
impact at times on water quality in the main stem reservoirs, al-
though no effort at quantification has been made. Stress would be 
evidenced by establishment of thermoclines and reductions in dis-
solved oxygen in the lowermost waters of the lakes and by increased 
production of algal growth in the top levels. Between the reser-
VOirs, total disaolved solids (TDS) are expected to increase frou the 
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present 400-500 ppm range by one-fourth at Williston and three-
fourths at Sioux City under ultimate conditions. Downstream con-
ditions at Omaha would reeemble Sioux City while Kansaa City and 
Hermann would experience TDS increases of about fifty percent. 
Environmental effects of depletions will be mixed. A lowering 
of average lake levels will strand certain gravel beda used for wall-
eye spawning. On the other hand, reduced throughput of lake water 
will, as noted earlier, increase productivity and permit a longer 
tiDe for extraction of these nutrients. Spawning migration during 
drouth periods may be interferred with by low wster depths at the 
mouths of tributaries. 
Dependability of the Missouri River navigation project will 
deteriorate rapidly once depletions exceed 13 million acre-feet per 
year. Even then, system inflows will be sufficient in about one year 
out of five to provide a full aeason. In more than half the years, 
however, this level will not provide enough water for any navigation 
service at all. Even after curtailed seaSons rendered navigation 
infeasible, then, today's pattern of releaaes from Gavins Point of 
25,000 cfa or more for at least aome part of the ice-free season 
(moat probably in early summer) would occur in about one year out 
of two. In other years, differences between summer and winter flows, 
as well as their absolute magnitude, would be markedly smaller than 
they are today. During protracted drouth periods, both s~r and 
winter discharges from Gavins Point can be expected to average close 
to 6,000 cfs under ultimate depletion levels. Theae effecta will 
be observable at Sioux City and well downatream. 
Aside from the necesaity to relocate some boat ramps and awim-
ming beaches, recreation throughout the main stem system would re-
ceive little serious detriment from increased depletions. Recreation 
opportunities in the Gsvina Point-Sioux City reach would be little 
affected when Gavins Point releases approximated 25,000 cfs during 
the summer months. However, during the years when summer releases 
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were significantly lower (as little as 6,000 cfs) a material re-
duction in public use could be expected. The recreational activities 
associated with areas of sand bar and shallow water during the 
25,000 cfs flow condition could not be accommodated in the 6,000 cfs, 
low flow channel. Swimming, sunbathing and fishing are the dominant 
uses that would be affected by a reduction approaching 50 percent 
during the lowest flow year. Therefore, an estimated 25 percent 
loss of public use could be attributed to the reduced average annual 
flow of the Missouri River in the reach between Yankton and Ponca 
State Psrk. 
The effects of depleted inflows aummarized above are insensitive 
to the cause of the depletions. The State-Regional projections, 
for example, anticipate nearly 15 million acre-feet of depletions 
by the year 2000, of which more than 90 percent are attributed to 
irrigation. Although there is much present controversy regarding 
future allocation of water between energy and agriculture, both the 
relative magnitude of the two uses and the far higher economic re-
turn from industrial use indicate that some middle of the road ap-
proach to sharing the supply is warranted. 
Status of Existing Plans and Improvements 
The Corps of Engineers is pursuing several plans or commitments 
under authorities other than this study; still others are being con-
ducted by other agencies. 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS ACTIVITIES 
• Construction of nine demonstration sites under the Stream-
bank Erosion Control and Demonstration Act of 1974, three in NE, 
three in SD, and three in NO, with completion scheduled for FY 1978. 
• Garrison and Oahe boundary revisions. 
.Oshe and Big Bend wildlife mitigation. 
• Participation in the joint Interior-Army MOU. 
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ACTIVITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES 
• SOR proposal to include the Lewis and Clark Trail in the 
National Traila System Act (PL 90-543). 
• Proposed wildernea. designation for the Charlss M. Ru.sell 
National Wildlife Range and the UL Bend National Wildlife Refuge, 
adjacent to Fort Peck Lake, and managed by FWS. 
• Designation of Missouri River, Fort Benton to Ryan Island, 
Montana under PL 90-542, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, enacted 
by PL 94-486. 
• FWS study of fish population dynamics in Lake Sakakawea and 
Fort Peck Lake. 
• Proposed designation of the lower five main stem lakes aa 
a National Recreation Area. 
• FWS operation of Lake Audubon National Wildlife Refuge on 
Lake Sakakawea. 
• Little Missouri National Grasslanda, abutting Lake Sakakawea. 
• Knife River Indian Villages National Historic Site oper-
ation by National Park Service. 
• Garrison Dam National Fish a~tchery operation by FWS. 
• Garrison Diversion Unit construction by USSR. 
• Lake Pocasse National Wildlife Refuge adjscent to Lake Oabe. 
• Oahe Unit under construction by USSR. 
• Karl E. MUDdt Nationsl Wildlife Refuge, below Fort Randall 
D_, adJll1n1s tered by FWS. 
• Gavina Point National Fish Hatchery administered by FWS. 
• Eight hydro-power dams owned by Montana Power Collpany and 
located above Fort Peck. 
• Canyon Ferry Dam, a multiple-purpose project of USSR, above 
Fort Peck. 
• Nebraska Public Power District continues planning for a 
pumped storage project downstream of Fort Randall Dam. 
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Flood Problems 
Slnce c~mpletion of the main stem dame, residual problems and 
opportunities associated with flood control have not been extensive 
in the reach from the headwaters to Sioux City, covered under this 
study. Power plant discharges during periods of downatream ice 
formation have created overbank flaw on occasion in the Oabe head-
waters below Biamarck. Below Fort Randall where channel capacity 
has been diminished by delta formation, flooding and also water-
logging have occurred in five of the last eight years. Resolutions 
by the Public Works Committee in 1960 snd 1962 suggested the oppor-
tunity to provide flood control, as well as other multiple-purpose 
uses, by constructing reservoirs above Fort Peck and between Fort 
Peck and Garrison. 
Runoff volumes during 1975 have already been described as the 
largest of record in the basin above Gavins Point. Regulation of 
these flood flows led to record high storage. and moderately high 
releases. Some consequences previously described were flooding 
near Bismarck as well as below Fort Randall, and flooding of some 
private lands within flood control and surcharge zones. The result 
was a number of suggested changes in reservoir operating policy 
made by individuals who saw an opportunity to reduce undesirable 
effects upon their own property. 
Navigation 
Navigation traffic on the Missouri River utilizing diesel-
powered towboats between Kansas City and the llIOuth dates back to 
1915; in 1935 operations were extended to Sioux City. Since that 
time there have been numerous expressions of interest in extending 
the navigation project to Yankton and beyond, possibly terminating 
as far upstream as Fort Peck Lake. The desire for low cost trans-
portation of agricultural products atimulated project support during 
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the early years; more recently, a search for the most economical 
!!xploitation of the vast coal reserves in Wyoming, Montana and 
:~orth Dakota has sparked a companion interest. Opportunities range 
Ln scope from extending the head of navigation to Yankton, an ad-
ditional 73 miles, to adding more than a thousand river miles 
necessary to resch Fort Peck Dam and beyond as far as Fort Benton. 
Water Logging 
Three locationa within the study area have been identified 
where a riae in the groundwater table has impaired usefulness of 
the land - sometimes only intermittently - for agriculture or for 
human occupancy. Two of these were mentioned in the discussion of 
flooding problems: the Fort Randsll-Niobrara reach and the area 
downstream of Bismarck. The third ares, which has a history of 
waterlogging problems even though overbank Missouri River flows 
have not been reported, is in the Buford-Trenton Irrigation District, 
located just downstream of the mouth of the Yellowstone River. 
Bank Erosion 
In the natural river prior to the construction of the reser-
voirs, there was balance over the years between the destruction of 
valley lands by erosion of the high banks and the building of new 
valley lands by sediment deposited during the floods. This pro-
cees resulted in a continual migration of the river channel within 
the Missouri River valley. Due to the balance between the erosion 
~nd the deposition processes, however, there was no long term net 
loss of high valley lands. 
Since the dam closures, the operation of the reservoir system 
haa eliminated both the floods and the sediment thst were essential 
for the building process. On the other hand, the erosion of high 
banks continues. Conaequently, bank erosion results in a permanent 
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net losa of high valley lands that are never replaced elsewhere in 
the valley as in the era before the reservoira. High valley landa 
are being converted to river channel and sand bsr areas, while the 
width between high banks continua to grow. 'ntis procesa, unleaa 
halted. would eventually transform the present river into a wide 
area of sand bars and channels, occupying an increasing proportion 
of the valley width between bluffs. 
Aerial photographic surveys taken over the years have been 
analyzed to obtain estimatea of valley lands lost in each reach. 
The estimates include only areas that were judged to be suitable 
for cultivation, for building sites, or for municipal or recreation 
facilities. They do not include the erosion of Band bar areas or 
low vegetated areas adjacent to the channel and riverward of the 
high river banks. 'nte results of the post-dam period are summarized 
in the following table, which shows the total loss of valley land 
in each reach since the dam closure. 
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Bank erosion does not occur uniformly along the erodible bank 
lines at the average rates indicated above. Within each of the 
apen river reaches the destruction of land in anyone year is usually 
concentrated over s few thousand feet of bank line in one or a few 
locations. These locationa of active erosion shift from place to 
place from year to year. Although the long-term annual acreage 
108s in each reach can be estimated, it is not possible to pinpoint 
specific locations and make future erosion predictions. What can 
be predicted is that over the years every stretch of erodible bank-
line is potentially subject to active erosion. 
Hydro-Power 
Projected power needs in the region sre prepared annually and 
submitted jointly by the member systems to the Federal Power Com-
mission. The most recent projection was submitted in April 1976 
and covers the time period 1976-1995. Peak loads are projected to 
lncreaae during this time period from approximately 16,000 megawatts 
In 1976 to nearly 48,500 megawatts by 1995. Assuming that required 
generating capability includes a 15 percent reserve margin, approxi-
mately 37,500 megawatts of new capacity will have to be added within 
the MAP.CA Region during the next 20 rears. This is the equivalent 
of 18 main stem systems. 
The study reach between Sioux City, Iowa and Three Forks, 
~tana haa a fall of 2,925 feet in a distance of 1,583 miles. Forty 
percent of this drop occurs in the first 200 miles, between Three 
Forks and Great Falls, Montana. A third of this is developed by 
Federal, State, and private power, recreation, and water supply dams. 
From Great Falls, Montana downstream to Sioux City, Iowa, 1s a river 
reach 1,375 miles long with a total fall of 1,720 feet. Based on 
maximum operating pool elevations of the six main stem dams in the 
reach about half of this head is still undeveloped -- a potential 
source of additional hydro-power. In addition, four of the six 
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main scem daDS have s total of 15 flood control tunnels which could 
be modified to accomaodate turbinea. Although little additional 
energy would be obtained by this move, aubstantial increasea in 
capacity could be developed. 
Uplands adjacent to the eld.ating .. in stem reservoirs provide 
nearly unlimited opportunities to develop head for pumped storage 
hydro-power. Representative head differentials available in the 
various reaches range frOll almost 1,000 feet in the Fort Peck area 
to 250 feet at Gavina Point. 
Recreation Fish and Wildlife 
Proposed actions in response to opportunities in this field 
have been: 
• Improvement of acc .. s to project landa at Fort Peck. 
• Reestsblishment of northern pike fishery at Lakes Oabe and 
Francia Case. 
• Improved river access. 
• Remedy of sedi .... nt blockage at lakeside boat ramps. 
• Construction of subimpounclments for recreation and fiahing. 
• Designation of river segment under the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act. 
Improvements Desired 
During the week of 28 June 1976 the study's tentativs findings 
and potsntial alternativ .. Wers presented to the public at four 
meetings held throughout the study area. Approximately 400 persona 
sttended the meetings; the following views received significant 
support; 
• Bank erosion is a .erious problem which should be remedied 
at Federal expense. 
• There is a critical need for additional electrical energy 
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in the area, which the Corps ahould help to meet. 
• Hydro-power additions at Fort Randall caused serious environ-
mental concern; the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service felt additions 
to Garrison hydro-power would necessitate relocating the fish hatch-
ery. Addition of a reregulation structure at Fort Peck was urged. 
• Waterlogging in North Dakota and below Fort Randall were 
seen as problema. 
• Recreation access and reach designation under the Wild and 
Scenic Rivera Act got wide approval. 
Formulating a Plan 
Application of the concepts enunciated in the Water Resources 
Council's Principles and Standards, to be fully appropriate, requires 
the ability to seek without undue constraint the path of economic 
efficiency, 
of the two. 
the path of environmental quality, and the best melding 
This complex procedure would he simplified if plans 
could be formulated by drafting every element on a clean page -
with no past-due obligations cluttering the ledger sheets. Not every 
element of this study can be so trested. The main stem system pre-
dates by several decades the Principles and Standards; concepts 
which prevailed during its formulation have faced the test of oper-
ation. Some residual opportunities have been identified; some re-
sidual problems have surfaced. In some instances, Congress has al-
ready directed the initiation of actions attuned more to as-built 
conditions than to blank ledger sheets. 
Factors Affecting Formulation and Evaluation 
Technical, economic, environmental, and other factorR, which 
played a decisive role from the initial screening of alternatives 
through the final iteration of selecting a plan, are identified in 
the following paragraphs. 
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TECfNlCAL FACTORS 
Significant technical criteria vere specific to the several 
functiona investigated, and are listed by category in this sub-
section. 
e Hiaaouri River channel capacity above the mouth of the 
Niobrara River has declined from a pre-project level of 120,000 cfa 
to a presen t day 40,000 cfs. 
e For screening purposes, three principle assumptions were 
made concerning navigation: a tow configuration four barges long 
by three barges wide, transporting 18,000 tone could operate in all 
reaches studied; locking time for such a tow is 40 minutes, lock 
utilization is 100 percent; ice-free navigation is available for s 
nominal eight months per year. 
e After an initial "one time" slump, high banJcs incur no in-
crease in erosion as a result of fluctuatione in river stage. 
e Operation of the aain stem system has essentially eliminated 
sediment-laden overbcak flows. With the counterbalancing accretion 
process thuS halted, high bank erosion results in a peraanent and 
itteveraible l08S of high valley lands and high bank islands. 
e The critical element in designing Hissouri River bank stabi-
lization works is not protection sgsinst high flow velocities, but 
againat undercutting as a result of bed scour. 
eCritical head (gross) for existing hydro-power units was 
used to aatch turbine and generator sizes on new units. 
e Critical hesd (gro8s) for pumped storsge was taken as the 
difference between miniaum usable forebay elevation and afterbay 
baae of excluaive flood control. 
e Sizing of pumped storage projects waa determined by avail-
able off-peak pumping energy. 
eKaxiaum turbine size was set by a maximum penatock velocity 
of 35 fps, above which adequata design data vere lacking. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS 
• Measures to ameliorate bank erosion problems have been por-
trayed to Congress by affected interests within this study area as 
a "cost of doing business" on the main sterl system which should be 
assumed by the Federal Government. Since legislative action over 
the past 13 years has supported this viewpoint, remedial measures 
are formulated here to be responsive and at the same time as cost 
effective and economical as possible. 
• All other structural measures were evaluated to insure that 
dollar benefits exceed project economic costs. 
• All benefits and costs are expressed tn comparable terms to 
the fullest extent possible. The annual charges include interest; 
amortization; and operation, maintenance, and replacement costs. 
Annual costs are based on a 100-year amortization period (50 years 
for navigation and pumped storage), 6-3/8 percent interest rate and 
July 1976 price levels, at least for selection of finsl plan elements. 
• Although formulated with a 100-yesr life, hydro-power elements 
MUst be able to repay allocated costs in 50 years. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER FACTORS 
• Fish and Wildlife Service "habitat unit" evaluation criteria 
were used to identify habitat type and value for baseline conditions 
upon which to predict project-induced changes in the study area's 
biological community. 
• Significant detrimental environmental effects were avoided 
where possible; feasible mitigative measures were formulated to 
minimize such effects when they were unavoidable. 
• Recreational activity demand generally wss predicted from 
current Statewide Comprehensive Ou~door Recreation Plans; monetary 
worth of visitations was based on Prtnciple and Standards criteria. 
• Criteria found in Public Law 90-542 as amended, and the 
Evaluation Guidelines approved by the Secretaries of Interior and 
Agriculture in February 1970 were used in analyzing recreation river 
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potential • 
• Predicted effects of fluctuating river stages and velocities 
on fish aDd fiah habitat were based. in part. on procedure •• infor-
mation and criteria presented in "The Detet'1llination. Assessllent 
and Design of 'In-Stre ... Value' Studies for the northern Great Plains 
Region." 1975. prepared by Ken D. Bovee. University of Montana • 
• The 8ize and number of subispoundments for propagation of 
northern pike were based on fingerling stoding ratea of 30.000 per 
surface acre of littoral zone and fry stoclr.ing rates of 100.000 
per surface acre of subispoundment. 
Possible Solutions 
A study with objectives as numerous and broad as this one can 
be expected to generate a 8izable nusher of poasible solutions. 
The process of reducing this number to a final selected plan haa ob-
served oue primary rule not to plow the same ground twice. If 
one criterion demonstrated the camplete infeasibility of SCDe study 
el ...... nc. no search was _de for lIOre reasons to reject it. Ad-
ditionally. an effort was made to evaluate first those criteria 
which could be obtained lIOSt easily and cheaply. Usually these turned 
out to be project coats and project benefits. 
~Jite a different approach was followed once a particular 
structural solution proved to be econaaically feaaible. When it 
became neceasary to evaluate project acceptability as .assured by 
environaental illlPacts. subatantial _unts of ti_ and effort were 
inveated. Every att8llqlt was made to go deeper than 8 selection of 
adjectivea intended to convey subjective concluaions. Engineering 
analyses and field obaervations were directed towerd quantifying 
.pecific 1IIqIacts in terma of acres. feet. feet per second. and the 
significance of these paraaeters to the existing environ.antal 
.etting. 
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FLOOD CONTROL 
Flood control lIII!asurea considered during the preparation of 
this report were: 
• Flood control storage in new reservoirs upstream of Fort 
Peck or between Fort Peck and Garrison. 
• Modification of operating criteria at existing projects. 
• Modification of project boundaries. 
The first of theae possibilities soon proved to be lacking in 
economic justification, while the second entailed giving up other 
system benefits in unwarranted amounts. The third alternative was 
retained for more consideration. 
NAVIGATION 
In reaponse to numerous Congressional directives to study an 
extension of the Missouri River navigation project fram its present 
head at Sioux City, examinations were made of two possible routes 
and four possible terminals. 
• Miasouri River route; extend to Yankton. 
• Miasouri River route; extend to Chamberlain. 
• Missouri River route; extend to Yellowstone River. 
• Missouri River route; extend to Fort Benton. 
• James River route; extend to Yellowstone River. 
• James River route; extend to Fort Benton. 
Each of these possible slternatives required further study. 
\~ATERLOGGING 
Possible solutions at the three locations within the study area 
identified as having waterlogging problems varied somewhat depending 
upon the proximate source of the water. Some solutions were appli-
cable at every location; some at one place only. Firat determination 
of alternatives did not consider the question of Federal obligation 
to provide a solution; this was deferred to the second phaae of 
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analysis. 
• Flood plain managemanc. 
• Deere ... in Missouri River aCages by .. ana of dredging. 
• Conscruction of levees. 
• Modification of interior drainage. 
• Tranafer of interest in lands by fee acquisition or ease-
ment. 
• Modificacion of operating criteria st existing projects. 
Modification of interior drainage by such measures as increas-
ing gradient toward the river, inatallation of stoplog structures 
and pumping interior runoff over such atructures during periods of 
high Missouri stage, showed promise at Buford-Trenton and were re-
tained for further study. 
Acquisition of an interest in the waterlogged landa appeared 
to be a workable solution at all three locationa: Bufora-Trenton, 
the reach downstreae of Uamarck, and bel"" Fort Randall. 
Flood plain management and land usa planning to preclude in-
appropriate davslopaenc of lands with a high water table showed 
promise in tha Bisaarck area and were retained for further study. 
BANK STABILIZATION 
Thraa alternatives were identified which would be responsive 
to the public demand for amelioration of economic losses steaadng 
from bank erosion. A fourth procedure is mentioned because of its 
considerable public support and not its efficacy. 
• Extension of che so-called "hard" procecCion wh:l.ch is now 
installed from Sioux eiCy to the mouth, and is aimed at controlling, 
and usually constricting, the river. 
• Construction of "soft" protection which allows the river 
to retain the area between the present high banks, but atteapts to 
halt further loss of high valley land. 
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• Federal purchase of a buffer strip on both sides of the 
river • 
• Elimination of power peaking operations. 
Excepting along thoae river reaches where it serves the ad-
ditional function of training a navigation channel, hard protection 
haa little basia for selection. Although it minimizes 10s8 of arable 
land, it has been widely criticized as being destructive of habitat 
and is far more costly than 80ft protsction. It was not considered 
further. 
The concept of aoft protection received widespread indorsement 
during the course of this study and vaa retained for further con-
sideration. 
Consideration waa given to Federal purchase of a buffer strip 
on each side of the river, but because of uncertainties as to where 
eroaion might attack, many thousands of acres would have to be ac-
quired. For purposes of evaluation a buffer strip one-quarter mile 
deep was assumed, although this would undoubtedly prove insufficient 
in some places. This option was dropped becsuse it does not solve 
the basic problem of continuing loss of irreplaceable land resources 
and lacks appreciable public acceptability. 
On aeveral past occasions State officials have proposed to re-
duce the economic impacts of bank erosion by eliminating hydro-
power peaking operations and the aasociated fluctuations in stream-
flow. This alternative would undoubtedly fail the test of time, 
since it would not significantly reduce erosion loaaes and would 
provide no accretion gains; nonetheless, affected citizens may at-
tempt its enforcement as a last resort if no workable solutiDn is 
proposed. This approach would seriously diminish the power peaking 
capability of the main stem reservoirs. It would rule out consider-
ation of additional generators and would cut output of the existing 
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power planta during critical perioda of peak demand. At Garriaon, 
for example, the reduction in capacity could run as high as 50 per-
cent; the replacement coat of theae kilowatta would exceed six million 
dollars per year. This is not a logical selection. 
HYDRO-POWER 
The authoritiea under which additional capacity for generat-
ing electricity vas examined in thia study vere all linked to the 
Missouri River. Hydro-power is not, of course, the only _ans by 
which more electrical energy can be provided in the area; indeed 
the very provision of more electrical energy is viewed by some as a 
detriment to quality of life. A number of possible alternatives 
thus required screening aome of which lay outside the authorities of 
the Corps. 
• New dam construction upstream from Fort Peclt. 
• New dam construction between Fort Peclt and Garriaon. 
• Tailwater lowering at existing dams. 
• Additional units at existing projects. 
• Pumped storage projects. 
• Load management. 
• Economic inceneivss. 
• Thermal generation. 
Excepe for Big Bend and Gavins Point which showed early evi-
denee of infeasibility, additional units at exiseing projects and 
nev pwaped storage projects survived preliminary screening for Corpa 
implementation. Thermal generation waa retained for comparison aa 
the non-Federal alternative. 
RECREATION, FISH AND WILDLIFE 
A number of possible aolutions were developed in response to 
five problems or opportunities in the area of recreation, fish and 
wildlife • 
• Remedy sediment problems at boat facilities by periodic 
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dredging • 
• Relocate facilities with problems. 
• Abandon facilities with problems. 
• Re-establish trophy fish popuLation in Lake Oabe and Lake 
Francis Case by increasing hatchery capacity. 
• Re-establish trophy fish population in Lake Oahe and Lake 
Francis Case by construction of aubimpoundments for rearing. 
• Re-establish trophy fish population in Lake Oabe and Lake 
Francis Case by construction of on-site rearing ponds. 
• Improve lake shore and littoral habitat to increase forage 
base and spawning and nursing habitat at Lake Oahe and Lake Francis 
Case. 
• Introduce substitute species in the lakea. 
• Designate and develop Cavins Point to Ponca State Park reach 
of the Missouri River under the Wild and Scenic Rivera Act. 
• Develop cooperative access and recreation sites throughout 
the bank stabilization works under PL 89-72. 
• Improve access to Fort Peck public use areas by Corps effort. 
• Improve accea. to Fort Peck public use areaa under authority 
of PL 93-643. 
Preliminary screening indicated that sedimentation at boat ramps 
can be handled within existing authorities; the remaining opportuni-
tie. were retained for further study. 
Alternatives Considered Further 
'ollowing the initial screening, alternatives which remained 
were further evaluated, with objective of leaving a manageable group 
for final analysis. 
FLOOD CONTROL 
• High inflow to a nearly full pool at Lake Oabe in 1975 re-
sulted in flooding and swamping of lowlands south of Bismarck and 
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disclosed a need to reviae project boundaries. Since this can be 
done under exiating authority it haa not been considered further 
here • 
• Starting in 1969, flood control releases from the upstre .. 
reaervoirs, via Port Randall Dam, have caused surface inundation 
along a ten-m1le reach upstream from the mouth of the Niobrera 
River. A nUlllber of landowners on the Nebraska side of the river 
joined to aue the United Statea, alleging a taking of certain real 
estate intereats. The Court baa found tbat the Government did 
acquire a flovage easement for which appropriate compensation ia 
due. The Corpa is presently inveatigating poaaible contributions 
which theae lands aight 1II&ke to aitigation proposals for Oabe and 
Big Bend. that inv.atigation will b. reported upon aeparately from 
this report. 
NAVIGATION 
A _jar impedJ.ment to extension of the navigation project is 
the expenaive locking facilities needed to get past the main st .. 
d_. The ..,st favorable circlDIStance would be 1IOve_nt of enough 
traffic to keep these locks busy 100 percent of the ti_, which would 
result in _"._nt of eighty aillion tons during an eight-month 
navigation season. 
Large coal raserves identified in the Northern Great Plains 
Reaources Progr.. report vere used aa the aource of traffic in this 
analyais. Benefita were taken to be the savings made poasible by 
barge shipment compared to rail. The table on pages 44 and 45 
document a claar lack of feasibility. Extenaion of navigation only 
aa far as Yankton entailed aomewhat different .. aumptions about the 
source of traffic but reaulted in similar infeasibility. 
WATERLOGGING 
Previous analysis haa identified three locations within the 
study area with waterlogging proble .. attributable, at leaat in 
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part, to ene presenca of the main stem reaervoir system: the 
Buford-Trenton area; the area from Bismarck, North Dakota to the 
boundary of Oabe, and the area bordering the 10-aile reach upstream 
of the Niobrara River. An examination of the geography and geology 
of the areas resulted in retention of three alternatives: improve-
ment of interior drainage; acquisition of an interest in the land; 
and land uae planning. 
At Buford-Trenton, four factors have played a significant role in 
plan formulation. 
• The upward trend in river atage aeems to be levelling off 
since 1971. The aediment load now seems to be passing through the 
headwater area downstream, where it Jeposits to extend the delta 
into the reservoir. 
• The most acute consequence of the rise in river stagea has 
been to impede drainage through the open ditch drainage system in 
the District. 
• During the 1975 crop season, in spite of abnormally high 
flows in the Missouri River, modest efforts by local farmers to 
block the ditch in Middle Bottom near the river and pump down the 
ditch water level resulted in above-average crop yields. 
• Most members of the District do nat want to sellout. 
Rather than part with their lands, they would prefer an interim 
solution that might prolong the period of economical agricultural 
operation. 
In recognition of these factors, the Corps has developed a 
plan intended to function reliably over a range of Missouri River 
stages and concurrent interior drainage requirements. In the West 
Bottoms an earth-fill block is proposed for the riverward end of 
the main drain, with a gated conduit to permit gravity drainage 
during low Missouri River stages. When stages are higher, the gates 
will be closed and the water level in the main drain will be regu-
lated by two pumps discharging over the earth block into the 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 
I· 
CAPITAL COSTS 
1 01 RECT CO,'-'; 
2 NAVlGATlO:1 CHANUEL. ~lOUX CITY TO GAVINS POINT - 79 JULES ($ 11lLLION) 
J LOCKS AT HAIN STEM DAMS ($ lIILLION) 
4 INTERVE,nNG LOCKS ANn DAMS ($ MILLION) 
5 CANAL CONSTRUCTION ($ llILLION) 
6 CONTINGr~CIES - 20% ($ MILLION) 
7 TOTAL DIRECT COSTS ($ MILLION) 
8 INDIRECT COSTS 
, ENCINEERING AND DESIGN ($ MILLION) 
10 SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION ($ MILLION) 
11 TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS ($ MILLION) 
12 TOTAL FIRST COSTS ($ MILLION) 
13 INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION - 15 YEARS - 6-3/8% ($MILLIOII) 
14 CROSS CArITAL 1~IVr:Sr.tF.::T ($' ~lLLION) 
ANNUAL COSTS 
IS _UAL QIARGES 
16 INTERES! AND AMORTIZATION 6-3/8% ($ MILLION) 
17 OPERATION A.~D MAINTENANCE 1% ($ MILLION) 
18 TOTAL ANNUAL ECONOMIC ClIARGES ($ lIILLION) 
, BENEFITS 
19 RAIL MILES - COAL FIELD TO HEAD OF NAVIGATION 
20 RAIL FREIGHT COSTS PER TON - UNIT TRAIN 
21 NAVIGATiON KILES - liE.I\J) OF NAVIGATION TO SIOUX eI'l'Y 
22 lARGE FREICHT COSTS PER TON 
23 TOTAL FREIGHT COST PER tON - cm-mINED RAIL-BARGE 
24 ALTERNATE COST PER TON - UNIT TRAIN - COAL FIELD TO SIO"X CIn 
2' SAVINGS - COST PER TON BY RAIL-BARGE - COAL FIELD TO SIOUX CITY 
26 ANNUAL BENEFITS - 80,000,000 TONS PER YEAll. OOAL FlELD TO SIOUX ein ($ MIIJ.ION) 
27 IF"'!!'!! COST RATIO 
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EXTENDING THE NAVIGATION PROJECT 
MISSOURI RIVeR ROUTE 
SIOUX CITY TO -
CHAMBERLAIN YELLOWSTO~E RIVER 
21.9 
3e. 438.8 
2 •• 281.0 
148.3 
890.0 
89.0 
89.0 
178.0 
1068.0 
510.6 
1578.6 
105.4 
15.8 
121.2 
407 
$3.26 
235 
$0.70 
$3.96 
$4.89 
$0.93 
74.4 
0.61 
10ea 
6 •• 
21.9 
1489.8 
727.0 
447.7 
2686.4 
268.6 
268.6 
537.2 
3223.6 
1541.3 
4764.9 
318.2 
47.6 
365.8 
246 
$1.97 
850 
$2.55 
$4.52 
$4.89 
$0.37 
29.6 
0.08 
JAMES RIVER ROUTE 
SIOUX eIn TO :. 
FT. BENTON YELLOWSTONE RIVER n. BENTON 
21.9 
13ea 1992.8 
24ea 2730.0 
948.9 
5693.6 
569.3 
569.3 
1138.6 
6832.2 
3266.7 
10098.9 
674.4 
100.9 
775.3 
150 
$1.20 
1341 
$4.02 
$5.22 
$6.96 
$1. 74 
139.2 
0.18 
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14ea 
21.9 
1764.0 
100.0 
377 .2 
2263.1 
226.3 
226.3 
452.6 
2715.7 
1298.4 
4014.1 
268.1 
40.1 
308.2 
2,+6 
$1. 97 
780 
$2.34 
$1 •• 31 
$4.89 
SO.58 
46.4 
0.15 
21.9 2 
3ea 503.0 3 
32ea 3767.0 4 
100.0 5 
878.4 6 
5270.3 7 
527.0 9 
527.0 10 
1054.0 11 
6324.3 12 
3023.8 13 
9348.1 14 
624.3 16 
93.4 17 
717.7 18 
150 19 
$1.20 20 
1271 21 
$3.81 22 
$5.01 23 
$6.96 24 
$1.95 25 
156.0 26 
0.22 27 
Missouri River. The grsvity drain for the West Bottoms will con-
sist of a 72-inch conduit with the necessary emergency flood gates. 
In the Middle Bottoms, it is planned that the twin 36-inch conduits 
that are already in place can be utilized by adding the required 
flood gates. 
This plan has been presented by the Corps during formal meet-
ings of the Buford-Trenton Irrigation District in April and July 
of 1976 and has been indorsed both times as much preferable to land 
acquisition and meriting a trial. These works will be sccomplished 
within existing authorities at the Garrison project; total cost of 
the plan is estimated at $500,000. 
In addition to the problem of flooding, discussed on page 41, 
the Bismarck-Oahe area has experienced a rise in the ground water 
table during years past sufficient to cause complaints from some 
property owners. The area already contains subdivisions and dwell-
ings which presage still further growth. Extension of the Oahe 
project boundaries would remove some but not all this land from 
private ownership snd the bazard of unwise land use. 
Because these lands are in the path of Bismarck's southward 
growth, their owners have shown a marked lack of enthusiasm toward 
zoning them for non-structural uses. During the late 1960's the 
Corps attempted to implement a Congressional authorization to ac-
quire some holdings in thia area for wildlife mitigation for Lake 
Oshe, but intense local opposition put a baIt to the appropriation 
of funds. 
The Corps haa installed four observation wells to observe 
ground water levels in the areas, and is continuing their evalu-
ation as a part of the Oshe boundary study. Pending completion of 
this investigation there can be no conclusive identification of 
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syatem-relate4 effects in thia area. Since this problem is being 
4ealt with under existing authority, no additional recommendations 
are made in this report. Nonetheless, the area needs continuing 
attention fro. local authorities as a prob1e. area calling for care-
ful land use managemant to prevent unsound development in an area 
that lies in large measure within the 10o-year flood plain. 
The procedures being undertaken in response to flooding in the 
Niobrara reach - acquisition of a real estate interest in the affected 
lands - have been presented on page 42. They will disoos@ nf the 
waterlogging issue at the same time. 
BANK STABILIZATION 
The alternative of soft bank protection, retained for further 
consideration in this section, responds to a need which was recog-
nized a number of years prior to this study. PL 88-253, the 1963 
Flood Control Act, modified the Flood Control Act of 1938, "to in-
clude such bank protection or rectification works at or below the 
Garrison Reservoir as in the discretion of the Chief of Engineers 
and the Secretary of the Army may be found necessary." In accord-
ance with the Act's legislative history, seven sites were selected 
for construction in the reach from Stanton to Bismarck, North Dakota, 
and have been nearly completed. 
Continuing awsreness by Congress of bank erosion problems 
within the present study area was evident in Section 32 of PL 93-251, 
the Streambsnk Erosion Control Evaluation and Demonstration Act of 
1974. The Act provided that: "At a minimum, demonstration projects 
shall be conducted at mUltiple sites on ••• " a total of four desig-
nated river reaches within the conti~ental United States. Half of 
these 11e within the compass of this report, specifically: "that 
reach of the Missouri River between fort Randall Dam, South Dakota, 
and Sioux City, Iowa;" and, "that reach of the Missouri River in 
North Dakota at or below the Garrison Dam." This work, too, is 
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underway. 
The moat recent Congresaional expreaaion that bank erosion 
on the Miaaouri River ia a problem which can and will be solved is 
contained in Section 161 of PL 94-587, the Water Resourcea Develop-
ment Act of 1976. This Section amenda Section 32 of the 1974 Act 
by identifying the work now under contract or deaign in the Garrison 
reach through apecific river mile and bank designation and by 
adding 18 new sites designated in similsr fashion. 
At this writing, Congressional perception of bank erosion 
within the study area fall. into three categories: 
• The reach below Garrison, where action has been directed 
at specific locations • 
• The reach between Port Randall DIIlIl and Sioux City, where 
action haa been directed "at laUltiple aites" to be deterlllined by 
the Corps of Engineera • 
• All remaining reachea, which IIIUSt cOlllpete with the rest of 
the Mis.ouri Basin and of the nation where mandatory action ia absent. 
Specific data are available with which to identify the critical 
areas within the second and third categories listed above. The 
alternatives which remain available within the scope of this report 
are to analyze that data and to make recoanendations aimed toward 
systematic, efficient and economical completion of the job which 
Congrea. has institute~or to provide no input. The latter option 
will result in a continuation of the authorization and con.truction 
process now going on, that of direct Congressionsl response to 
locally identified problema. It has produced results in the past; 
however, a drawback does exist. Results so produced tend to be 
piecemeal, with the likelihood of neglecting other problem areaa of 
equal severity. The alternative of no additional Federal action 
and a coaplete suspension of stabilization work has little credi-
bility in this instance if past eventa afford any perspective of 
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the future, 
HYDRO-POWER 
After preliminary screening, potential hydro-power additions 
at four of the main stem dams and four locations suitable for 
pumped-storage were retained for further consideration. The next 
step waa an evaluation of how well each element could be accommo-
dated within the numerous conatraints imposed by main stem oper-
ations and the regional power load, followed by analyses of project 
sizing and finally by investigation of alternative impacts on the 
Missouri River downstream of the affected main stem projects. 
The result of this analysis waa retention of Fort Peck and 
Garrison as prospects for additional power inatallations and deferral 
of further consideration of Oahe and Fort Randall. Wide variationa 
exiat in the extent and timing of future depletions which could 
affect the water supply to the latter two projecta; the more severe 
estimates would reault in their operation under unrealistically low 
load factors. 
Pumped-storage sites at Fort Peck are too remote from load 
centers in the Missouri Baain to make poasible reliable power 
transmission, particularly to headwater locationa, without losing 
financial feasibility. Theae sites were dropped from further con-
sideration. At Garriaon, strengthening of the existing tranamission 
grid to accommodate pumped storage in the near term would impoae 
the same financial problem reported at Fort Peck -- inability to 
repay coata within fifty years. There is a likelihood, however, 
that the growth of thermal installation near the North Dakota coal 
deposita will make pumped storage feasible during the next decade, 
and another evaluation ia suggeated during the mid-1980's. At 
Fort Randall a differential of 700 feet or more between the right 
bank plateau and the elevation of Lake Francis Case proved to be a 
feasible location for a pumped-storage hydro-plant, which has been 
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designated as "Gregory County". An additional opportunity was 
disclosed when residents of local coaaunities and rural areas asked 
that consideration be given to supplying municipal and irrigation 
water fro. the G~egory County forebay. 
Screening conducted in the study to this point left the follow-
ing alternatives from which to choose hydro-power elements of the 
selected plan: 
• Addition of 185 mw at Fort Peck with or without a reregu-
beion dam. 
• Addition of 272 mw at Garrison with or without a reregu-
ladon daDl. 
• Construction of 1,180 mw of pumped storage at Gregory County 
with or without multiple-purpose water supply sa a project function. 
RECREATION, FISH AND WILDLIFE 
This phase of the study eliminated three preliminary conaider-
ations in the field of recreation, fish and wildlife. 
• Sub impoundments at Lakes Oabe and Francis Case vere abandoned 
in favor of more effective and less costly measures. 
• Introduction of substitute species to reinstitute trophy 
fishing was concluded to be a supplement rather than an alternstive 
to northern pike re-establishment. 
• Update of the Fort Peck Master Plan, scheduled for FY 1978 
was found to be the most appropriate means to identify feasible 
measures for improving access to project lands. 
Selecting a Plan 
Federal sgencies within the Executive 8ranch are obligated to 
conform, as appropriate, to the Principles and Standards for Planning 
Water and Related Land Resources (P&S). The System of Accounts 
(SA) is a display presented at the conclusion of this aection with 
the four accounts of National Economic Development (NED), 
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Environmental Quality (EQ), Social Well-Being (5WR) and Regional 
Development (RD). This requirement ia an integral part of the 
planning process, and 88 displayed, contains a summary of signifi-
cant adverse and beneficial effects within the framework of the 
four accounts for each alternative formulated by the Corps of 
Engineer. in conformity with the P&S. 
No such obligation rests upon the Legislative Branch to ob-
serve Principles and Standards methodology, and to the extent that 
Congress haa bypassed that methodology in enacting water resource 
legislation it is omitted from full treatment in the System of 
Accounts. Environmental impacts, however, are assessed for each 
structural slternative discussed. 
BANK STABILIZATION 
TI,e procedure selected by this report in response to the bank 
erosion problem consists of a recommendation for the follaving ele-
IleDta: 
eDesign and construction of works at Missouri River sites 
specifically identified and authorized by Section 161, PL 94-578. 
e Design and construction of works at sites authorized by 
river reach below Garrison, Fort Randall, and Gavin. Point Dama 1a 
Section 32, PL 93-251 and identified in this report. 
e Design and conatruction of worka at sites identified in 
this report in the reach below Fort Peck Dam Cat five location.) 
and in the reach below Oabe Dam (at one location). The Streambank 
and Erosion Control Evaluation and Demonstration Act of 1974 called 
for local sponsorship of all works accomplished thereunder; if it 
is to serve aa an adjunct to that Act this report must be consist-
ent with it. The very magnitude of the undertaking does, however, 
call for a down-to-earth appraisal of the assumption of maintenance 
responsibility. No local agencies within the study area possess 
the resources to raaintain a project while it is in the "evaluation" 
phase. Only when project works have reached a condition of evident 
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stability will it be realistic to transfer responsibility to locsl 
sponsors. Understandings toward this end have been reached in 
obtaining sponsorship for work on the seven sites in the Garrison 
reach under PL 88-253, where a three-year "seasoning period" after 
compl~tion, or a significant test of the works, precedes local as-
sumption of maintenance responsibility. In similar fashion, all 
Section 32 projects will be under Federal maintenance throughout a 
"delllOtlstration period" up to five years long, sfter which the project 
will be rehabilitated as necessary before turning it over for local 
maintenance. A compatible approach is proposed in this report. 
ADDITIONAL HYDRO-POWER 
An environmental quality (EQ) plan element addressed to 
electrical generation appears obscure at best. Designated EQ plan 
elements must satisfy rigid requirements which conflict with the 
planning objective of fulfilling future energy demands. Moreover, 
the option of "No Federal Action" does not resolve the dilemma 
since our present national response would be to meet the demand by 
private means. The non-Federal alternative, if built within Federal 
and State water and air pollution standards, should not result in 
significant adverse national environmental quality effects. This 
does not suffice for qualification as an Ell element, however; net 
positive environmental effects must be identified. These are 
lacking in the least-costly, non-Federal alternative, which in 
this study haa been determined to be oil-fired combustion turbines 
at load centers throughout the region. Conseque~tly, combustion 
turbines are precluded from designation as an EQ element; however, 
they most nearly approach EQ requirements nnd will be regarded 
throughout plan evaluation as the EQ oriented NED alternative. 
Plant locations and some other detailed data are lacking at this 
juncture. 
Addition at Fort Peck of ewo units with installed capacity of 
185 megawatts and a reregulation structure approximately eight miles 
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dovnstreaa (Plan B) was coosen on the basis of the follow1.ng cri-
teria of primary significance, as extracted from the SA tabulation: 
• Although Plan B is less efficient in maximizing net bene-
fits than ie the plan without reregulation (Plan C), it still ex-
ceeds by half the efficiency of the non-Federal alternative (Plan 
A). 
• Both Plan B and Plan C result in environmental impacts of 
greater geographic scope than does Plan A. Adverse effects of Plan 
C extend downstream perhaps twenty miles while those of Plan Bare 
confined to the eight-mile reach of the reregulation reservoir, 
below which conditions will be improved over those existing prior 
to addition of the tva units. 
• Plan B is more acceptable in the eyes of State and national 
environmental interests than is Plan C. Plan B is more scceptable 
from the viewpoint of regional energy production and national energy 
policy than is Plan A. 
Addition at Garrison of three units with installed capacity 
of 272 megawatts with reregulation (Plan B) was chosen on the basis 
of the following criteria of primary significance, as extracted 
from the SA tabulation: 
• Plan C, the NED plan, is the most cost effective; however, 
compared to Plan A, both Plan B and Plan C provide subetantial net 
benefits. 
• Both Plan B and Plan C result in environmental effects of 
greater geographic extent than Plan A. Adverse effects of Plan C 
extend about 30 miles below Garrison Dam while those of Plan Bare 
confined to the vicinity of the lo-mile reregulation pool. Plan B 
will result in improved environmental conditions throughout the re-
mainder of the reach below the reregulation dam. 
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• Plan C will reduce social well-being by largely eliminating 
substantial recreation opportunities below the dam. With Plan B, 
recreation opportunities will be essentially preserved by merely 
shifting to a new location downstream of the reregulation structure • 
• Plan B and Plan C are more acceptable from a regional energy 
production and national energy policy viewpoint than Plan A • 
• Based on the above considerations and the comments received 
during field level review of the alternative plans, Plan B was 
selected as a reasonable trade between a decrease in net economic 
benefits, environmental quality, and areal extent when compared to 
Plan C. 
Construction at river mile 918 of the Gregory County pumped-
storage hydroelectric peaking plant consisting of three units with 
total installed capacity of 1,180 megawatta (Plan B) was chosen on 
the basis of the following criteria of primary Significance, as 
extracted from the SA tabulation on page 57 • 
• It offers a more cost effective response to the region's 
need for added peaking capacity than does Plan A • 
• It has the most wide-spread acceptability of the three 
hydro-plants selected • 
• Expressed environment concerns are few and even they are 
UDcertain to occur. 
RECREATION, FISH AND WILDLIFE 
Alternatives retained for final consideration address three 
areas of opportunity: selection of ways to restore trophy fishing 
at Lakes Oahe and Francis Case, facilitating recreational access 
and use of all open river reaches, and consideration of National 
Wild and Scenic River designation of the Gavins Point-P~nca State 
Park reach. 
Restoration of a northern pike fishery at Lakes Oahe and 
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Francis Case by construction of 12 nine-sere rearing ponds and en-
hancement of 2,400 acres of shoreline and littorsl zone (Plan A) 
was selected on the baais of the following criteria of primary 
Significance, as extracted from the SA tabulation on page 58 • 
• Plan A maximizes net benefits and is twice as efficient as 
Plan R • 
• Plan A maximizes EQ benefits. Plan B will displace 150 
acres of crop or residential land with the hatchery facility while 
Plan A will convert 140 acres of less valuable terrestrial habitat 
to rearing ponds and to seeded habitat when the ponds are not in use. 
Since PL 89-72 requires that consideration be given to outdoor 
recreation during the planning for water resource projects and that 
non-Federal hodies be given the opportunity to cost share recre-
ation development with the Federal Government on a 50-50 basis, 
this report treats recreational development as an equal partner 
with other developmental activity in the study area to the extent 
that interest in non-Federal sponsorship is evident. In general, 
then, river access is discussed as a specific sdjunct to the bank 
stabilization program. 
An amplificstion of plans for river-based recreation, appli-
cable to only one reach of the river is designated under PL 90-542, 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
(&OR) completed a reconnaissance level report in 1971 on the reach 
of the river between Gavina Point Dam and Ponca State Park, finding 
the river reach to possess the features that make it eligible for 
designation under the Act (Plan A). The alternative to such desig-
nation is river access in conjunction with bank stabilization under 
the authority of PL 89-72 (Plan R). This is the procedure followed 
in the remaining river reaches as described in the preceding para-
graph. It provides access and service roads, bast launching, sani-
tary, nnd related recreational facilitiea that would accommodate an 
anticipated average annual increase of eight percent in the visitors 
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estimated to be currently using the river reach. 
Since Plan A, as doc.-nted in tha SA tabulation on page 60a 
better preserves an environmental resource of national iaportance, 
ia the DOre efficient inveatment as judged by econoadc criteria, 
and can accommodate larger numbers of visitors, it ws. chosen aa 
the recommendad plan. 
The Selected Plan 
nli. aection describe. the selected plan under the three major 
topics of bank protection, hydro-power, and recreation, fiah and 
wildlife. Plan accompliahments and effects are identified, includ-
ing the coat of bank protection. Econoadcaof the other features 
are discussed in a subsequent section. Information on design, con-
struction and operation and maintenance is included to the extent 
necessary to subatantiate the expected plan accomplishments and 
effecta. 
Bank Stabilization 
The selected plan provides for bank protection measures in the 
reaches downstream from Fort Peck, Garrison, Oahe, Fort Randall and 
Gavins Point Dams in furtherance of Congressional expressions in the 
1974 mld 1976 Water Resources Development Acts, Sections 32 and 161, 
respectively. 
PLAN DESCRIPTION 
It is proposed to reduce bank erosion by employing river 
managenent techniques using a variety of structural bank protection 
measures in combinations that are appropriate for local river con-
ditions. Typical elements are flow control structures, vane dikes, 
windrow revetment, artificial hardpoints, composite bankline revet-
ment, sand fill revetment, and tree retards. Still other techniques 
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~ay be developed which will ~et the overall objective of the plan, 
which is to prevent loss of valley lands by protecting the high 
river banks, while leaving the river environment between the high 
banks in its present condition with no 108s in water area. Of 
necessity, site treatment detailed here is based on river conditions 
existing at present. Since the location of the river channel is 
extremely variable and points of attack on the banks shift from 
season to season, specific types of structures and their locations 
vill be adju.ted at the time of construction to insure coapatibility 
with prevailing field conditions. 
Reductions in the long-term average flow of the Missouri River, 
as a result of future growth in depletions, will not diminish the 
need or function of the bank protection work.. Field observations 
indicate that even though an overall correlation exists between 
rates of bank ero.ion and .treaaflow rates, very high rates of erosion 
still occur at specific locations during low flow periods. !bia 
occur. "as a result of the continuing tendency for the asin channel 
to migrate in and between the sand bar and to be directed toward 
the high overbank land. either at high flows or at low flow.. In 
addition, the possibility of high basin runoff in any given year 
will continue to exist regardless of the extent to which future de-
pletions asterialize. 
Since the basi. for this plan element rests in Congres8ional 
expressions already enacted, implementation procedures must con-
form to those expressions. They call for non-Federal sponsors of 
the works who will provide without cost to the Federal Governaent: 
• Nece.sary lands, euements, and rights of way; 
• Federal in~ity against daasge. due to the construction 
• Operation and .. intenance after project completion. 
No problem is po .... ,:by the first two requirements just listed; re-
spoll8ibility for operation and IlS1ntenance. however, .. ust be scheduled 
in an equitable and realistic manner. Failing thia, local sponsors 
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may be burden.d beyond their resources in the caa.ic.ent to aainta1D 
a proj.ct still in the develop .. ntal atase. 
Scope of the prograa 18 presented in the following table which 
ah.,.,. by river reach the work under CDII.8tructiClll. already authorized 
on a ait_specific b .. ia, or identified by thia report .. necesaary 
to retard erosion at preaently active aites. Two sitea, identified 
in the table .. Eaglea lIooat and Nine-lUle Gulch, abut the Federally 
owned Karl E. Hundt National Wildlife Refuge. Personnel of the Fiah 
and Wildlife S.rv1.ce, who aanage the refuge, have measured high bank 
caving ef as such a. ten feet of tree-covered prime eagle rooating 
habitat in one .... on; howe .... r, conc.rn over po .. ibl. habitat de-
gradation h .. caused th.ir pre.ent oppoeition to .tabilisation work. 
Th. area 1. retained in the table to doc.-nt a probl •• ar.a, but ia 
not propoaed for construction or includ.d in kit. cost eatiaate. 
EXISTING AND PROPOSED BANK PROTECTION SITES 
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BANK PROTECTION SITES (CONT'D) 
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The incorporacion of recreation develop.anc -- apecifically 
riv.r acce •• aite. -- inco the bank procection prograa ia dependent 
on the identification of local aponaora willing to operate and aain-
tain the aite and to ahare 50 percent of the original coat. Thia 
requirement deterained the number of aitee rec~ded here -- three 
in North Dakota and two in Nebraaka. Their ezteut doea llot repreaent 
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a full napooae to the recreatioual d-a; rather, it rapr .. enta 
the financial abiUty of ld&lltified local sp_on. It 18 pouible 
additional apouonbip rill be propoMd during advmced duign. 
In light of tbe efforts which rill be exerted during design 
cd con.truction of the bank protection works to inaure coapati-
bility rith current riverine habitat and bank aUsn-t, ao .tti-
gati __ .. uru are n_ded aa being needed. 
EVAl.DAr!D ACCOMPLISmmrrs 
The priaary acccmplist..enta that rill result frOll the b.nk 
protection plan are: 
• Prevention of the peraanent loss of 272 acres per ye.r of 
valley land. bel_ Fort Peck, Gan'18on. Oahe, Fort Randall, md 
Cavins Point D_. baaed on e.tt.&tu that the proposed _ .. urea 
would control about 80 percent of the estimated future land loeses 
in .U reache., except for Fort Peck. In thia reach the pr0p08ed 
_aaure. are .. tt.&ted to control about 20 percent of the lmd 
1011.... eo.ponenta of thi8 averted 10lla are roads. bridgu, reai-
denc .. , r.creation lands with improv_nt., woodlands, puturelands, 
and croplands. 
• Stabilization of the location of the high river banks along 
the vaUey lands. 
• ContributiOIl of an es._tial el_nt to proposal for duig-
nating the Ganna Point reach u • Natioual IIecreatiOIl lI.1ver UDder 
the National Wild and Scan1c lI.1vars Act. 
• Pron.aiOll of river acces. to pleuure boaters, ii.henen 
and bunters to the extent of 15.000 viaitor daya per 8ite per year 
for a total of 75,000 vi.itationa aDDUally. 
ENVIlIOlIHEIITAL unC'!S 
The sigDificant reduction in the rate at which Mi.80uri River 
valley land. erode iDto the river 18 considered the _t aignificant 
lapact of the banlt prot.ction plm. Other le.. significant u.,acta 
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include procur ... nt of the rock for use as rip rap and the act of 
phy.ically con.tructing the protective Itructur ... 
At the pre.ent rate of eroeion, about 437 acre. of high bank 
valley land. are beiDg l~t &IUIually. The valley lac!. (viewed as 
flood plain land. extending about ODe aile back from the river ahore) 
are IUd. up of cropland, 64 percent; woodland, 11 percent ad gra .. -
land, 22 percent. The remaining three percent includes municipali-
ties, roads, .. rsh and water. At the river'. fringe (a SOO-foot 
border ladvard of the river bank) the make up of the terrestrial 
plant cover is about 25 percent croplad, 32 percent woodland, and 
29 percent grassland; the reaaining 14 percent is .. de up of roac!., 
aand dunes, ed .. rab. 
The fact that alaost 20 percent of the valley woodland is 
found in ths river fringe, coupled with the fact that woodland doea 
oat exist outaide the Hi.aouri River valley in the atudy area ~ 
cept for s .. ll ..aunts of fsrm woodlota and other drainages' frioge 
woodland aak.. the effect of Ir.aeping the high bank valley lanc!. fr01a 
eroding very blDeficial. The importance of this effect is intenei-
fied becsuse the Hissouri River woodland is not being replenished 
to the same extent as it was before cOlllPletion of the main at .. daM 
virtually .topped overbank flooding - a condition that initiated 
the cottonwood-dominated woodland luccessional develo~t. Concern 
has frequently been expres.ed that an adverse effect of bank pro-
tection .. y be further replacement of woodland by aure profitable 
cropland. Boweftr, because such of the remaining woodland (parti-
cularly that located on the river fringe) is growing on very sandy 
.oil which ia oot usually regarded as good quality croplad, the 
land use change attributable to bank protection may not be highly 
lignificant. There is, in addition, evidence that the eore favor-
able tracts are undergoing conversion even without Itabilization, 
making quantification of this effect no sore than guelawork. 
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Diract effecta of building the bank protection structures will 
depend upon the type of structure beins conatructed. Windrow revet-
ments, either piled in prepared tranchea or on the ground will have 
DO t-diate effect 011 tha aquatic env1r~t. M the rock slough 
into the river, due to undercutting, to fors a barrier between the 
river and the bank land, tbe river will become turbid, at leaat in 
the immediate area of the sloughing. This effect will be temporery 
and would have occurred witb or without the presence of the rock. 
Subsequent effects of the rock in the river may be to add aquatic 
habitat diversity which would be beneficial, since the Missouri 
River bed is composed almost totally of shifting and moving sand. 
Windrowed rock, if placed on the surface of the land, could also 
provide escape cover and possibly nesting cover for small land ani-
mals. In turn, windrowed rock could become feeding sites for pre-
dators and hunting site. for man. Windrowed rock placed in trenches 
and covered with dirt and seeded may be more aesthetically pleaaing 
to man but of Uttle use to s.all land animala. All other bank pro-
tection structures will be constructed in or interfacing with the 
river causing the i_diate disruption of the river bed at the IItrue-
ture site. The effects WOUld, however, be similar to the windrow 
revet.ants after sloughing into the river. Construction equipment 
noisa and fume. would be an inSignificant, t.-porary adverse effect. 
The proposed structures are not designed to diminish the water area 
of the Missoun River, DOr to alter utanally the configuration of 
the river within its high banks. 
The cuaulative effect, once all the proposed stabilization 
works are inatslled is not of great magnitude .. indicated by the 
follOWing data, which reflect the percentage of river shoreline 
that would be occupied by structurea identified in the table on page 
62: below lort Peck, 1/2 percent; balow Garrisou, 8 percent; below 
Oahe 13 percent; below lort bndaU, 5 percent; below Gavi .... Point, 
23 percent. 
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DESIGN 
In accordance with the plan objective, a major design consider-
ation will be to hold disturbance of bank and bar areas to a aini-
mua to preserve a natural appearance. Suitability as fish habitat 
will be a primary criterion in the location and configuration of 
structures and selection of their conatruction material.. Critical 
technical factors affecting .tructure design and stability are bed-
scour at the toe of the bank, weathering in the zone of stage vari-
ation, ice action, and filtering of fine river sand through the 
structure. VeLOcity, per se, is not an important conaideration in 
deaigning Kia.ouri River structure.; neither is the threat that 
design atagee will be exceeded and the works damaged by frequent 
overtopping. The river stages actually experienced will alaost 
alway. reaa1n below the top of existing high banks and will vary 
between fairly well definable limits because of the high degree of 
flow regulation attainable by the -.in stem d.... Further details 
concerning the structural measurea li.ted on page 60 may be fOlD\d 
in Appendix 1 of th1& report. 
Exclusive of the river reach below Gavins Point n .. which i. 
di.cuased elsewhere in this report, river acce.s points will con-
sist of a single lane boat ramp and boat dock, grsvel psrking area, 
sanitary facilities and all weather, gravel access road from the 
nearest public, all weather road. Each eite will require five acres 
to acco .. odate facilities development and public uae and 66 foot 
width right-of-way for the acce •• road. Average length of access 
1& e.timated to be one-quarter aile, making the total land require-
ment for each acceaa an average of 7.S acres. 
CONSTlWCTION 
It 1& eatimated that the initial construction phase of the bank 
protection plan could be completed in all reaches in five years 
following receipt of construction fund.. Priority and exact location 
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of the worka will be deterained just before iDatallation in order 
to inaure u xi ... effectiveness. Coaatruction techniquea will vary 
at the various aitee between placeeent by land or by floeting plant 
depending on cOlUltruction practicability. earlr_ntal iJlpact or 
local .ite conditione and land .. a. 
OPDAIIOH AIID lfAIlI'rEIUNC! 
Deacription of the belr. erosion procese, the progr_ rec_ded 
to reduce ita effecta, and the spoDeorahip requireaenta all point 
up the dichotOllY to be found in reapOlUlibillty for saintenance. OIl 
one hand. there exieta a atatutory reaponaibility for local .. euap-
tion of the aaintenance effort once coutrtJCtion is complete; on the 
other hand, an efficient approach to the proble. calla for on-going 
activity in reapooae to changing river conditione over the year. which 
is closely allled to new cOlUltruction. In the past, local entitiea 
have expressed reluctance to aponsor atabilization worka they aight 
be unable to afford. It ta iJlportant that a clear deaarkation be 
fixad between those continuing .. asurea the Federal Government will 
undertake and thoee which aut be UDdertaken locally. 
Two aspecta .of thia project extend the period of Federal re-
.pOlUlibillty beyond the end of initial conatruction: 
• The nature of the progr_. "d_tration and evaluation," 
calla for tnnovati.". and UDpro.".n techD1quea. It is not reuonable 
to auppoae their r_dy 11 .. within the liJoit of local reaources • 
• Since the acco.plla'-ent of m effective yet efficient plan 
depends on initial protection of preaently erldent "hot apote" with 
subsequent .aaitoriDg, identification, and annual treatment of new 
probl_ areas until belr. erosion in the reach baa been reduced to a 
tolerable llini_. both the initial cOlUltruction and the annual 
treatment are cOlUlidered bere .. properly accoapllshed by Federal 
effort. 
!xieting pollcy applicable to Section 32 projects, calla for 
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rehabilitation after five years of demonatration and evaluation. 
Continuation of thi» policy see.. appropriate in the caee of indi-
vidual etructures and reach segments after construction is fully 
complete. The best estimate, baaed upon past experience vith 
bank protection works along the Hissouri River main stem, ia that 
twenty years of Federal treatment in the newly occurring areas of 
erosion vill result in a well-stabilized section ready for local 
assumption of operation and maintenance responsibility. Federal 
costa for annual maintenance necessary for rehabilitation of exist-
ing structures, and the installation of additional works as required 
oYer a 20-year period after construction in s given reach, are esti-
mated at five percent of the initisl conatruction cost. After local 
takeover, annual maintenance costa sre estimated to run one per-
cent of conatruction coat. 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Federal and non-Federal construction costs aasociated with the 
works tabulated on page 62 are given below. Not all of theee costs, 
however, sre newly created as s reault of recommendationa contained 
in this report. Some are costs authorized under Section 161 of the 
1976 Water Resources Development Act for construction of specific 
works in the reach between Garrison Dam and Lake Oahe. Of the total 
$8,101,000 shown in the table, $400,000 is a recommendation for new 
authorization; the remaining $7,701,000 is for work in coapliance 
vith Section 161. For orderly implementation of the reco...adations 
in this report, it is necessary thst all components of Federal cost 
be incorporated into the normal budgeting process. The non-Federal 
component arises from the provision of lands, easements and righta-
of -way. Peraanent easements have been cos ted for the lineal feet 
of bankline protected and for a distance of 100 feet back from the 
river. The acreage thuB develope~together with construction acceS8 
and overhead, makes up non-Federal construction costs. 
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liver Beach 
Downacre_ of 
Fort Pec:k 
Garrison 
Oabe 
Fort Randall 
Gavins Point 
Total 
KISSOun UVER BANK PROTECTION 
ESTIMATE OF CONSTlWCTION COSTS 
Coat in 1976 Dollars 
Federal Non-Federal 
$1,592,000 $ 26,000 
8,101,000 356,000 
333,000 11,000 
1,075,000 58,000 
11,907,000 752,000 
$23,008,000 $1,203,000 
The unit cost of river access sites except the Recreational liver 
is escimated to be $49,200 not including land costs which are esti-
mated to average $4,300 per site. Including indirect coats of 35 
percent, each of the five sites has a construction cost of $71,000 
distributed $213,000 in North Dakota and $142,000 in Nebraska. 
Rased on an economic life of 50 years and a discount rate of 
6-3/8 percent, the average annual equivalent expenditure for mainte-
nance of the bank protection works will be $713,000 of Federal and 
$146,000 of non-Federal cost. OperaCion and maintenance costs for 
the five river access points are estimated at $2,400 per year, per 
site, to be borne entirely by the local sponsors. 
Hydro-Power 
The selected plan consists of the addition of five new gener-
ating units to the main stem dam system on the Missouri River to 
increase the installed capacity by 457 megawatts and the develop-
ment of a pumped-storage facility adjacent to Lake Francis Case to 
provide 1,180 megawatts of peaking capacity. 
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PLAN DESCRIPTION 
The primary components of the nyd:co-power additi"" consist of: 
• A ne\l cwo-ur:.it ::..owernoUSe adjacent to the existing two 
powernouses at cne Fort Peck Po:-oj,"ct, tio..-.tana, together with appur-
tenant features ar.a inc~uding & re~€gulation dam and reservoir 
eight miles downstream from the new powerhouse. Each of the two 
existing flood control tunnels would be modified to accommodate a 
turbine-generator ~~ic w~th a name?la~e capacity of 92.5 megawatts 
for a total addit!.onal 1nscalled capacity of 185 megawatts. The 
aggregate capacity at tr.e Fort Peck Project with the addition would 
be 350 megawat ts. The new po-werplane would also include .nscellane-
oua accessory equipment, switchyara expansion, and tailrace. The 
hydraulic capacity of ~he Fort Peck Project powerplant would be in-
creased to 32,600 cubic feet per second. The reregulation dam would 
be located about 8 mi:es downstream from the Fort Peck Dam, storing 
water essentially .~tnin the existing channel banks along the 8-mile 
reach to provide 20,000 acre-feet of storage for regulation of down-
stream flows. rne regulation project would require 1,290 acres of 
private land, the purchase of 480 acres of additional land to miti-
gate Wildlife land inundated by the reservoir, and the relocation of 
existing tailrace recre&tion facilities downstream from the regulation 
structures. Furthermore, a gated structure would be required to 
prevent stage fluctuations in existing dredge cuts and two islands 
in the regulation pool would require rip rap to protect banks from 
erosion . 
• A westward extension of the existing Garrison Project, 
North Dakota. powerhouse to include two modified flood control tun- I 
nels which would accommocate one 80-m~gawatt turbine-generating unit 
each and one modified flood con:rol tunnel which would accommodate 
one Il2-megawatt turbine-generating unit. Included in the plan is 
a reregulation dam and reservoir about 10 miles downstream from 
Garrison Dam. rae Garrison Project aggregate power capacity would 
be increased :0 672 megawatcs with the 272-megawatt plant addition. 
The powerplant addition would also include miscellaneous accessory 
equipment, and a southward extension of the existing switchyard. 
The hydraulic capacity of the Garrison Project powerplant would be 
increased to 70,300 cubic feet per second. The Garrison reregulation 
reservoir would store about 30,000 acre-faet of water, all within 
channel, for downstream flow regulation requiring the purchase of 
2,305 acres of private land. About 270 acres of additional land 
would oe required to mitigate wildlife lands used for reregulation. 
Existing tailrace recreation facilities would be relocated downstream 
from the reregulation dam. Appropriate drainage facilities would be 
provided to allow proper drainage of the Garrison Dam National Fish 
Hatchery during reregulation operation cycles • 
• A 1,1SO-megawatt pumped-storage pawerplant adjacent to Lake 
Francis Case, located about three miles 
bridge in Gregory County, South Dakota. 
south of the Platte-Winner 
The pumped-storage facility 
would consist of a leveed-forebay with an active storage capacity of 
46,800 acre-feet; a l.6-mile long, 30-foot diameter, underground 
power conduit; a powemouse with three 394-megawatt reversible pump-
turbine units; and a 3,ooO-foot long trapezoidal-shaped tailrace 
section. The project would develop an average gross head of 711 
feet for peaking capacity. Utilization of the reversible turbines 
to lift water for municipal and agricultural use to the forebay for 
ultimate distribution to towns and farms in and near Gregory County 
could be included as an ancillary function of the project. Perhaps 
one-half percent of the active forebay storage would be required to 
meet potential daily irrigation and municipal needs. The forebay 
operating range would be 61 feet per second and the afterbay (Lake 
Francis Case) operating range would seldom exceed 50 feet per year. 
Maximum discharge during generation periods would be 24,740 cubic 
feet per aecond and pumpback discharge would be l6,490 cubic feet 
per second. The forebay levee would be about 49 feet in average 
height and 30,100 feet in length. The water surface area of the 
forebay would be 1,155 acres. About 1,630 acres of private land 
would be required for the project including seven sets of tara 
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buildings. 
EVALUATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Major contributions by the plan include: 
• Contribution to the national economy in the amount of 
$68,000,000 a year as measured by the alternative cost of genera-
tion • 
• Addition of 1,637 megawatts to the installed capacity in 
the region served by MARCA, thereby satisfying four percent of the 
increase estimated to be necessary by 1994 • 
• Increase in efficiency in use of thermal resources by re-
placing oil-fired turbines, permitting substitution of base-load 
plants using less scarce and costly coal and lignite • 
• Affords the potential to lift water 700 feet for consump-
tive use in the plateau area adjacent to Lake Francis Case. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
The environmental effects at Fort Peck, Garrison and Gregory 
County reault directly from design and operation of these projects. 
At Fort Peek, the environmental impacts are as follows: 
• Loss of eight miles of river habitat • 
• Loss of the fishery in the reregulation pool area • 
• Reduction in habitat value of the dredge cut area • 
• Potential increase in the relative abundance of fishes 
below the reregulation dam as a result of moderation of temperature 
regimes • 
• Loss of approximately 200 acres of terre8trial habitat 
through inundation, erosion or bank slope adjustaent • 
• Potential alteration of vegetated growth patterns induced 
by changes in groundwater regimes or as a result of decrea8ed 
stage fluctuations • 
• Potential for increased waterfowl diseases due to the 
creation of an ice-free reregulation pool. 
At Garriaon, the environmental impacts are a8 follows: 
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• Loss of ten miles of river habitat. 
• Loss of the fishery in the rereg~~tion pool area. 
• Potential increase in the relative abundance of fishes be--
low the reregu!ation dam as a result of moderation of temperature 
e~reme •• 
• Loss of approximately 200 acres of terrestrial habitat 
through inundation, erosion or bank slope sdjustment • 
• Potential alteration of vegetal growth patterns induced by 
changes in groundwater regimes or as a result of decreased stage 
fluctuation • 
• Potential damage to Garrison National Fish Hatchery as a 
result of frost-heave due to increased groundwater levels. 
At the Gregory County pumped-storage power plant, it is expected 
that fall migrating waterfowl will use the forebay as a resting stop 
and the operating cycle will cause some circulation of nutrients. 
However, the project is expected to have little effect on lake tam-
perature and dissolved oxygen content. Construction 
add temporary increases in turbidity into the lake. 
activities may 
The pumped-
storage power plant would create three adverse effects. One is 
as80ciated with construction of the plant and the two others are 
associated with the operation activities. The impacts from oper-
ation ~y be able to be ameliorated after further study but the con-
struction impact is considered unavoidable. The effects are: 
.A productive natural embayment will be pre-empted and its 
flora and fauna in large measure destroyed, to provide a site for 
the power plant and tailrace channel • 
• Operation of the power plant in the pumping mode may draw 
fish into the pump turbines or otherwise inflict death or injury • 
• Operation of the power plant in the generating mode may dis-
turb sediment deposited by the White River, increaSing turbidity 
and degrading water quality to the detriment of the aquatic community. 
Transmission lines required for marketing of the additional 
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Tunnela three and four extended to permit proper alinement and 
spacing of ~o Francis turbinea, the new powerhouse will contain 
mt.cellaneous accesaory equipment, a 230 KV .witchyard expanaion 
and a tailrace. The new power plant viII be operated fro. the con-
trol roo. in Powerplant Nuaber One. Dependable capacity for both 
Garrison and Fort Peck additions was based on head available during 
the fourth year ·of the 1930's drought or August 1933. 
A reregulation dam would be located downstream fra. Fort Peck 
Dam about eight miles. The storage ia limited to essentially within 
the river channel to prevent undue flooding and reduction in power 
head. The reregulation structure and its up.tream pond were de-
8igned to min1a1ze di.charge variation in the river downstream dur-
ing operation of Fort Peck as a peaking plant. Automated gate 
operation with continuous aensing of the pool and tailvater levels 
viII be eaployed to maintain uniform discharges throughout the range 
of changing water levels. The gate sills will be placed at the 
riverbed elevation to afford maximum utilization of available stor-
age. 
Three additional Francia turbines will be housed in a westward 
exten.ion of the existing Garriaon powerhouse. Steel liner. will 
be inatalled on existing flood control tunnels numbers six, seven 
and eight and three Francia turbine. will be added. As at Fort Peck, 
surge tanka are not proposed for the additional units; instead 
governor d •• ign will confine rapid load changes to the existing uaits. 
A reregulation dam would be located about ten miles downstream, its 
reservoir slong the lo-mile reach essentially within channel banks. 
As at Fort Peck, automated gate operation and sensing of pool and 
tailvatsr levels would be employed. 
Principal elements of the Gregory County Pumped-Storage Project 
consist of a forebay, power tunnel, powerhouse and discharge channel. 
Forebay storsge of 47,100 acre-feet lies within a levee 30,100 feet 
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power would: 
• Disturb the landscape during construction. 
• Take land from agricultural production for tower structures • 
• Increase the visual impact of lines at highways and recre.-
ation areas • 
• Reduce vegetation by clearing within rights-of-way • 
• Reduce some bird and animal populations as a result of 
collision with lines and clearing. 
O~R EFFECTS 
Effects on cultural resources downstream from each of the re-
regulation dams are considered uniformly beneficial. A survey will 
be conducted during post authorization design to determine cultural 
reSources affected within the pool areas and the Gregory County 
pumped-storage project area. Those affected will be protected or 
the cultural data recovered and preserved. 
Considerable concern has been expressed over groundwster 
effects to the Riverdale Game Management Area. About eight per-
cent of the area would have a water table three feet or less below 
the soil surface thus increasing the acreage of wetlands and savan-
nah should the water table sustain itself at the reregulation pool 
elevation. 
An estimated 1,810 persons will be directly employed during 
the construction period and about 60 permanent workers in semi-
skilled jobs would be added in areas which have experienced chroni-
cally high unemployment. 
DESIGN 
At the Fort Peck project the new power house will be located 
about 200 feet northwest of Powerhouse No. two, which is unable to 
accommodate the neW units due to lack of space and soil stability 
problems which make excavation riaky. In addition to accommodating 
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long and an average of 49 feet high. An impervious liner about 
three feet thick vill prevent seepage out of the forebay bottom; 
alternatively, a slurry trench cutoff to impervious strata may be 
used depending upon further geologic exploration. The forebay 
levee has a 15-foot crown width, and side slopes of 1 on 3 for the 
top 30 feet of height flattening to 1 on 5 and 1 on 7 on the land-
ward side as dictated by topography and 1 on 5 and 1 on 10 on the 
reservoir side. The reservoir side of the levee is lined with 
eight-inch bedding material and 20-inch rip rap along the 1 on 3 
side slope area while the 1 on 5 slopes are lined with eight-inch 
bedding and 17-inch riprap. An inclined vertical pervious drain 
and a horizontal pervious drain permit collection and disposal of 
seepage flows through the structure. Material for the levee em-
bankment will come from tsilrace excavation and forebsy collector 
channel excavation. Dependable capacity was established vith the 
forebay at minimum elevation and Lake Francis Case at the base of 
exclusive flood control. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Construction would require about three years each at Fort Peck 
and Garrison. The Gregory County Project would require about five 
years time for construction. 
Borrow material for the reregulation dam embankments would be 
selected from the reregulation reservoirs. Material for the Gregory 
County forebay embankment would come from the tailrace and forebay 
excavation areas. 
Prior to construction foundation conditions at Fort Peck and 
Gregory County will be evaluated for compatibility vith designs, 
and model studies of the Gregory County Project will be made to 
define effects on lake bottom sediment deposits. An evaluation of 
soil transmissivity downstream from Garrison will be evaluated to 
determine if a possible groundwater problem would result. With 
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these exceptions, few construction problems are expected. 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Operation and maintenance of the additional units will be in-
corporated into the on-going operation of the existing system. 
Daily and longer operating targets are set cooperatively by the 
Corps and the USSR, taking account of the water supply and the de-
mand for electric power. Major operation and maintenance items in-
clude turbines and generators, electrical equipment, trash racks, 
reregulation structure, and service equipment. The reregulation 
dams downstream from Fort Peck and Garrison would be operated with 
automa=ic sensing equipment so as to min1lll1ze fluctuationa doorn.tre ... 
~th an average water supply the Fort Peck enlarged plant could 
be expected to operate for about seven hours each day for six days 
per week and for about 17 hours each day no releases would be made. 
Under low flow conditions the plant would operate for five days per 
week with no generation on week-ends. UniforB overation on all seven daye 
would occur during high flow conditions. The Garrison Project would 
operate for about 7.5 hours each day seven days a week, with no re-
leases being made for the remaining 16.5 hours under normal daily 
releases. Some reduced generation may occur during low flow con-
ditions. 
The Gregory County Pumped-Storage project is designed to oper-
ate on a cycle, with on-peak generation for nine hours a day, five 
days a week and off-peak pumpback for about 8.3 hours a day on week-
days and 13 hours each on Saturday and Sunday. It is estimated by 
the Federal Power Commission that a plant of this type will be uti-
lized about 1,000 hours annually. If needed during a critical 
period, the project could generate continuously for 23 hours before 
pumpback operations had to be resumed. 
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On-Site Rearing Ponds 
The selected plan consists of Federal construction of nine-
acre on-site fish rearing ponds at seven locations near Lake Oahe 
.~d five near Lake Francis Case for northern pike propa~ation with 
neighboring forage base development. 
PLAN DESCRIPTION 
The plan consists of two separate actions. The first is the 
establishment of semi-aquatic vegetation on a number of reaches of 
denuded lakeshore areas at Lake Oahe and Lake Francis Case. At 
each of 12 sites, about 200 acres will be seeded by conventional 
farming methods during the late fall and winter months. Sprigging 
of root stock from rooted semi-aquatic plants will also be performed 
on 100 acres during the same period. 
The second part of the plan consists of constructing rearing 
ponds at the 12 sites adjacent to the reservoirs. Each would be 
located near the improved habitat area and the site would include 
space for temllorary parking of a hatchery t.railer, an access road, 
electric power source, and underground vault for waste disposal. 
The following table shows the approximate geographical location of 
the site. 
Lake 
Oahe 
Francis Case 
ON-SITE FISH REARING PONDS AND 
FORAGE BASE DEVELOPMENT 
Geographical Location 
Cheyenne River Arm 
Cow Creek Area 
Whitlock Bay Area 
Swan Creek Area 
Blue Blanket Area 
Indian ~reek Area 
Pollock Area 
North Bay Area 
St. Phillips Bay 
North Wheeler Area 
Snake Creek Area 
Elm Creek Area 
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EVALUATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
The implementation and operation of the plan would: 
eImprove existing forage baae consisting of increased numbers 
of prey fish species, inaects, and other invertebrates 
e Reduce shoreline erosion and stabilize banks along an esti-
mated 200 miles of denuded shoreline 
elmprove the lakes' northern pike populations by one-half 
million each year 
elncrease fishing opportunities and visitation to the lakes 
by about 180,000 fishermen days annually. 
ENVIROIlHENTAL EFFECTS 
The rearing ponds will have no major adverse effects on the 
environment and will result in an improvement over existing environ-
mental conditions. Approximately 1,400 acres of denuded shoreline 
ares at Oshe and 1,000 acres at Francia Case will be vegetated, 
marked by improving existing habitat both when inundated and when 
exposed. One hundred forty seres of terrestrial habitat will be 
destroyed by the construction and operation of 12 on-site rearing 
ponds. Much of this area presently supports little vegetation. 
Seeding and re-establishment of vegetation in the rearing pond bed 
esch year may result in improved terrestrial wildlife habitat dur-
ing non-operational periods. 
OTHER ~FFECTS 
About 60 persons would be employed during the construction 
period. Increased regional sales and additional seasonal and part-
time jobs are expected to occur along with an increase in out of 
state tourism. 
DESIGN 
Each pond would be 706 feet in diameter, surrounded by a levee 
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with a height ranging from four feet to 10 feet. Each ring levee 
will have side slopes of 1 on 3 and a la-foot top width. A 2-3/4 
foot corrugated metal pipe will extend from the sluice gate structure 
to the existing lake for draining the pool. The pool will be 
drained over a two-day period and filling time will approximate 
one day with portable 6S-horsepower pumps. The bottom of the pond 
will be graded to a 1 on 100 slope and seeded annually. The top 
of the levee will be surfaced with gravel as will the extension of 
existing roads to provide access to the site. The site will be 
located at or above the elevation of the top of exclusive flood 
control zone of the reservoirs. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Construction would require about six months time. Techniques 
employed will be similar to those used in building sewage treat-
ment ponds. Initial vegetative cover establishment along the lake 
shoreline will be foll~,ed by a five-year program of aerial reseed-
ing. This effort is part of the Federal construction cost. 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Annual operation and maintenance will consist of pond farming, 
including annual seeding of the rearing ponds, collection of eggs 
during March and April and rearing to the fingerling stage, release 
of fingerlings into adjacent lakes, and maintenance of ponds, equip-
ment, and access facilities. Pond maintenance and filling will be-
gin approximately two to four weeks prior to fry release time. 
Maintenance to access roads, levees, and sluice gates will be accom-
plished as needed throughout the year. Pond filling operations 
will be accomplished using portable pumps to fill each rearing pond 
from the nearby lake. Make-up water for evaporation and seepage 
losses would also be provided periodically by the pumps. 
Designation Under National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 
The selected plan consists of designating about 60 miles of 
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the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State Park, 
Nebraska, as a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
system, to be classified and managed as a Recreation River. 
THE SELECTED PLAN 
Approximately 12,800 acres of bluff land, river bed, and islands 
will be acquired in recreation easement to provide for public use. 
A little over 1,700 acres of shore land averaging about 100 feet in 
depth will be acquired in scenic easement along essentially the en-
tire river reach to be designated. Approximately 424 acres of land wil 
will be acquired in fee to provide for river access and development 
of public use facilities. Erosion control structures will be con-
structed to protect the two high bank islands and highly signifi-
cant accretion lands from predictable loss due to river action. 
All land forms between the high banks in five selected river 
reaches will be available under recreation easement for public use. 
These selected reaches cumulatively will amount to about 37 miles, 
which is nearly 65% of the total reach to be designated. A small 
amount of each of the two high bank ialands will be acquired in fee 
with the remainder of the ialands acquired in recreation easement. 
A small amount of Nebraska bluff land will be acquired in fee sur-
rounded by a larger acreage of recreation easement at three separate 
locations. One area south of Elk Point, South Dakota, will also be 
acquired in fee for development as a major access area. 
EVALUATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Designation of this reach as a component of the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System will provide permanent protection and en-
hancement of the recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, 
archaeologic, and other values on this approximately 6D-mile segment 
of the Missouri River. These values will be retained for both recre-
ation and scientific benefits for generations to come through selective 
land acquisition, easements, intensive management, and environmentallv 
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sensitive placement of compatible erosion control and bank stabi-
lization structures. 
The ultimate demand will be an estimated 750,000 additional 
recreation days within the designated segment of the Missouri River. 
Increased opportunity will be provided through improved access, 
recreational development, and resource preservation. Regional 
tourism is expected to increase markedly, with 90 percent of the 
additional visitation anticipated from beyond bordering counties. 
Assuming that each visitor from outside the bordering counties will 
spend $7.50 per day, ~5 million annually will be added to the 
regional economy. Other identifiable social effects include ad-
ditions to traffic voll1llle amounting to about 200,000 "vehicle days" 
per year and 677,500 average annual visitors. Of the $5 million 
expenditure, approximately $170,000 would be for gasoline tax and 
$170,000 for sales taxes. Seasonal and part-time employment would 
be supported for about 400 persons. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS - RECREATION RIVER 
The establishment of a National Recreation River will preserve 
the habitat in this reach essentially as it is today subject to 
natural ecological changes. High bank areas will be preserved, 
benefiting the flora and fauna utilizing this area. Changing low-
lands will provide habitat diversity as they do today. Warm water 
fishery habitat will be maintained, as will many islands, sand bar 
and other habitat critical to wildlife. Future development along 
this reach will be limited under the terms of the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act. Encroachment of agricultural land to the river shore-
line will be limited by scenic easement. Structural protection of 
islands and high bank areas require a trade-off between reduced 
aesthetic value of a natural river and the loss of these features 
through erosion. 
DESIGN 
The selected plan consists of Federal acquisition of land, 
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coaatruction of recreational facilities, and river access and can-
struc"ion of selected structures compatible with National Wild and 
Scenic River designation. Lands to be acquired are to accommodate 
recreation facility development, public use, and the preservation 
of the river and high bank features which make the river eligible 
for designation. Estimated land requirements include 424 acres in 
fee simple; 1,705 acres in scenic easement; and 12,812 acres in 
recreation easement which includes up to 6,648 acres of submerged 
riverbed. River access faCilities will be improved at the exist-
ing public sccess points on the river, except at the Downstream 
Recreation Area of the Gaviaa Point project where access facilities 
are adequate. Recreation facilities will be developed at six ad-
ditional areas to be scquired - two of which are on islands. 
Acquisition of lands in fee simple is proposed for six speci-
fic areas fra. river mile 753 to 800 that will support recreation 
facilities and public overnight use that require safeguards againat 
fires, and landscaping to accommodate tents and other camping units. 
Recreation easements in this reach from river mile 753.6 to 801.0 
would allow public day-use on sand bars and low bank lands. The 
recreation easements will restrict the owner from making signifi-
cant land use changes of a nature that would adversely affect public 
use, wildlife use, and the land's aesthetic values, and vill provide 
for public use. 
Scenic easements will be acquired generally along both banks 
the full length of the designated reach from Cavins Point Dam to 
Ponca State Park. Most reaches will be narrow, with aome wider 
areas, particularly at reaches where gradual slopes or steep bluff 
lands make up an important visusl feature of the designated river. 
The fundamental purpose of the scenic easement is to retain the 
river shoreline appearance in a condition that is compatible with 
Recreational River classification. Scenic easemen"s will gener-
ally contain the same covenants as recreation easements, but will 
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not provide for public use. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Implementation of the selected plan can be completed by 1983. 
Real estate acquisitions and construction are to be Federal re-
sponsibilities. 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Acquisition of necessary lands and real estate interests, and 
construction of initial recreation improvements will be accomplished 
by the Federal Government. Overall administration of the National 
River will also be the responsibility of the Federal Government 
througn the Corps of Engineers. Operation, maintenance and replace-
ment of new river access facilities to be constructed on existing 
public use lands will be the responsibility of the public agencies 
currently administering the sites. The Federal Government will 
retain responsibility for real estate easement administration. 
and operation. maintenance and replacement of facilities on the 
two islands, and will continue to operate, maintain and replace 
the recreation facilities in the Gavins Point downstream public use 
areas. Gavins Point will serve as the upstream terminal staging 
ar .. for the national river. TIle operation. maintenance and re-
plscement of the new public use area in South Dakota opposite Ponca 
State Park will be by South Dakota under a recreation lease issued 
by the Federal Government. The operation. maintenance and replace-
ment of facilities at the three Nebraska bluff sites will be by 
Nebraska under recreation leases issued by the Federal Government. 
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Economics of Selected Plan 
This section summarizes the economic data for the selected 
plan with the exception of bank stabilization, for which costs are 
presented on page 70. 
Methodology 
',angible economic justification of the selected plan can be 
determined by comparing equivalent annual costs with an estimate 
of the equivalent average annual benefits for the plan over a 
period of analysis equivalent to 50 years except for the additions 
at Fort Peck and Garrison which are 100 years. 
Costs 
":he following section contains a summary of first cost and 
annual charges for the recommended plan components. 
HYDRO-POWER 
Project invescment cost is equal to first cost plus interest 
during construction. Based on the cost of similar projects, a con-
tingency allowance of approximately 15 percent (20 percent for 
landa), an engineering and design cost, and a supervision and ad-
ministration cost of approximately eight and seven percent, re-
spectively, nave been included in project first cost. Annual costs 
include interest and amortization, operation and maintenance, major 
replacement, pumping energy and recreation loss. The following 
tabul~tions summarized first costs and annual costs for hydro-
power additions. Annual operation and maintenance costs were based 
on costs for similar projects. 
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HYDRO-POWER 
First Cost Summary 
($1,000) 
FORT PECK 
Lands and Damages 
Dams 
Power Plant 
Roads 
Recreation Areas 
Bank Stabilization 
Bldg., Grounds, Utilities 
Perm. Oper. Equipment 
Engineering & Design 
Supervision & Inspection 
TOTAL 
GARRISON 
Lands and Damages 
Dams 
Power Plant 
Levee 
Recrestion Area 
Bldg., Grounds, Utilities 
Perm. Oper. Equipment 
Engineering & Design 
Supervision & Inspection 
TOTAL 
GREGORY COUNTY 
Lands and Damages 
Dams 
Power Plant 
Roads 
Bldg., Grounds, Utilities 
Perm. Oper. Equipment 
Engineering & Design 
Supervision & Inspection 
TOTAL 
Total 
Costs 
$ 1,156 
33,700 
31,800 
55 
200 
350 
200 
100 
5,100 
4,339 
$ 77 ,000 
$ 
1,977 
25,040 
45,200 
20 
25 
200 
100 
5,572 
4.866 
83,000 
1,372 
113,600 
88,210 
4,700 
350 
200 
15,300 
13.268 
$237,000 
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(Mitigation & Relocation 
Incl. in Total) 
(292) 
(55 ) 
(200) 
(350) 
(47) 
(40) 
(984) 
(210) 
(20) 
(25) 
(4) 
(3) 
(262) 
HYDRO-POWER INVESTMENT AND ANNUAL 
COST SllMKARY 
($1,000) 
Gregory 
Ft. Peck Garrison CountI 
Firat Cost $77,000 $83,000 $237,000 
Interest During 
Construction 7,253 7,748 37,553 
Investment Cost $84,253 $90,748 $274,553 
Interest & Amortization $ 5,382 $ 5,797 $ 18,337 
Operation & Maintenance 160 180 950 
Major Replacement 43 61 77 
Total 
SIstem 
$397,000 
52,554 
$449,554 
$ 29,516 
1,290 
181 
Pumping Energy 14 580 1/ , 14,580 
Recreation Loss ~/ 23 32 55 
Annual Coat $ 5,608 $ 6,070 $ 33,944 $ 45,622 
y 1,080 _ x 1,500 hr x $9/mwh 
11 Value of $2.25 per recreation day 
REARIIIG PONDS 
This project has no interest during construction, even though 
establishment of the forage beds will be spread over a five-year 
period, because benefits to the project will accrue during this 
period. Consequently, investment cost is the same as first cost. 
Based on coats of similar projects, a contingency allowance of 20 
percent, an engineering and design costs of eight percent, and 
~upervision and inspection coata of seven percent have been included 
in the project first cost. Annual costs include interest and amorti-
zation, operation, maintsnance, and replacement. PL 89-72 provides 
that a non-Federal sponsor assume all of the last three mentioned 
annual costs. Following is a SUIIIIILBry of investment and annual cost 
colllponen t a • 
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REARING PONDS 
,'IRST COST SUMMARY 
Description 
FISH AND WILDLIFE 
Ponds 
Misc. Mechanical Equip. 
Control Structures 
Aux. Fish Support Items 
Fish Hatchery 
Structures 
Roads 
ENGINEl>RING AND DESIGN 
SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION 
FIRST COST 
$ 999,360 
45,600 
266,100 
2,552,400 
153,000 
14,400 
23,040 
ANNUAL COST SUMMARY 
Interest 
Amortization 
Total Federal Annual Cost 
Federal 
Non-Federal 
Interest 
Amortization 
Operation and Maintenance 
~jor Replacements 
Total Non-Federal Annual Cost 
TOTAL PROJECT Al>fflUAL COST 
$4,053,900 1.1 
115,200 
100,900 
4,270,100 
204,200 
2. 700 
213,900 
68,100 
3,200 
63,400 
14,700 
149,400 
363,300 
1/ Computation of Engineering and Design and Supervision and 
Inspection only on Ponds, Fish Hatchery, Control Structures, 
and Access Roads. See Detsiled Cost Estimate Tables. 
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DESIGNATION VNDER NATIONAL WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS ACT 
Project first costs for tbe acquisition of lands and interests 
in lands and for development of associated recrestion facilities are 
Federal costs wbicb will result from classification and designation 
of tbe project area under provisions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Act. Interest during construction is not computed since benefits 
will accrue as construction is completed on individual segments of 
the project. Therefore, tbe investment cost equals the first cost. 
Annual costs include interest and amortization, operation, mainte-
nance. and replacement. 
Based on costs of similar projects, a contingency allowance of 
20 percent on recreation facilities and 25 percent on lands snd 
damage3 and river feature stabilization bas been included in the 
project first cost. Costs for engineering and desi~n of eight per-
cent and for supervision and inspection of seven percent were included 
in the first cost of tbe recreation facilities and river feature 
stabilization. 
Operstion, maintenance, and replacement costs were estimated 
on tbe basis of cost data experienced at similar types of recreation 
developments with similar intensities of utilization. The annual 
operation snd maintenance costs for recreation lands and facilities 
approximate 12 cents per recreation day. Additional annual operation 
and maintenance costs include $67,500 for maintenance of tbe river 
stabilization features, for a total annual operation and maintenance 
co.t of $148,350. The average annual value of future replac_ts 
is estimated at $17,450. Following is a summary of capital and 
annual cost components. 
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REACH DESIGNATION PL 90-542 
FIRST COST SUMMARY 
Lands and Damages 
Lands 
Recreation easement 
Scenic easement 
Contingencies 25% 
Administrative activities 
Recreation Facilities 
Access roads 
Activity guides & controls 
Utilities 
Contingencies 20% 
River Feature Stabilization 
Riprap slope treatment 
Stone training dikes 
Contingencies 25% 
Engineering and Design 
Supervision and Inspection 
TOTAL FIRST COST 
$ 300,000 
1,000,000 
200,000 
375,000 
960,000 
80,000 
2,013,650 
98,000 
438,350 
420,000 
420,000 
210,000 
ANNUAL COST SUMMARY 
FEDERAL 
Interest 
Amortization 
Operstion and Maintenance 
Total Federal Annual Costs 
NON-FEDERAL I 
Operation and Maintenance 
Major replacements 
Total Non-Federal Annual Costs 
TOTAL PROJECT ANNUAL COST 
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$2,835,000 
2,630,000 
1,050,000 
294,400 
257,600 
$7,067,000 
$ 450,000 
21,500 
48,700 
$ 520,700 
$ 44,150 
17,450 
$ 61,600 
$ 582,300 
Benefits 
Annual benefits for each recommended project component are dis-
cussed in the following sections. 
HYDRD-I'OWER 
Benefits consist of two components: power benefits and area 
redevelopment benefits. Power benefits are based on the cost of 
providing equivalent power via the most likely alternative means at 
composite financing. Composite financing, at 9.22 percent interest 
rate. bas been determined by the Federal P",.er Commission to approxi-
mate tr.e mixture of private. REA, and publicly-owned power generation 
in the marketing area. At each hydro-power site, at both composite 
and Feceral financing. the least costly and most probable alterna-
tive source of power is oil-fired combustion turbine units. 
The benefits shown are based on simultaneous installation of 
all hydro-power plan components. The power portion of hydro-power 
benefits are obtained by applying the power values to the specific 
characteristics of a hydro-plant under evaluation. Capacity bene-
fits are computed as the sum of: 
Dependable Capacity x Power Capacity Value 
Interruptible Capacity (Installed minus Dependable) x 1/2 
Power Capacity Value 
The additional peaking capacity at the mainstem sites viII result 
in a minor energy loss, since the higher average tailwater is not 
quite offset by the decline in "spills." The Gregory County pumped 
storage plant has an energy component which is evaluated as one 
portion of the project benefits; pump-back energy has already been 
identified as one portion of the project costs. 
In addition to power benefits, the NED benefits include earn-
ings to unemployed members of the labor force engaged in project 
construction. The "Area Trends in Employment and Unemployment" 
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published by the U. S. Department of Labor indicates that counties 
and Indian Reservations adjacent to the proposed power projects have 
sufficiently high chronic unemployment rates to qualify as redevelop-
ment areas. 
Capacity: 
Energy: 
BENEFIT SUMMARY 
($1,000) 
Dependable 
Interruptible 
Ft. Peck 
$8,036,000 
o 
236.700 
Total Power $7,799,300 
Area Redevelop. 110,000 
TOTAL $7,909,300 
Garrison 
$9,020,000 
1,066,000 
596.700 
S9,489,300 
115,000 
$9,604,300 
REARINC PONDS 
Pumped 
Storage Total 
---
$22,140,000 $39,196,000 
1,025,000 2,091,000 
27,864.000 27,030.600 
$51,029,000 $68,317,600 
350,000 575.000 
$51,379,000 $68,892,600 
Benefits are based on the re-establishment of a trophy northern 
pike fishery in Oahe and Francis Case lakes. At least 172,000 
fishermen (activity days) would travel IIOre than 100 llliles for pike 
fishing, if pike were available. In addition, 8,000 pike fishermen 
from within 100 miles would be attrscted to these lakes annually. 
The estimated 172,000 fishermen plus 8,000 amounts to approximately 
180,000 new fishing days expected with the proposed project. 
A $6.00 value per recreation day for this specialized sctivity 
was selected on the basis. that northern pike and muskellunge are 
the most desired sport fishes in many midwest and northern states, 
and annual benefits are estimated to be about $1,080,000. 
REACH DESIGNATION UNDER NATIONAL WILD & SCENIC RIVERS ACT 
The determination of recreation benefits was accomplished by 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR). The two basic items to be 
determined in computing project benefits are the number of project-
oriented visitors (expressed in recreation days) and the value of 
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each recreation day. 
The value of a recreation day was established as equal to 
$4.88. BOR estimates of increases in river-oriented visits attri-
butable to the project start with an initial 500,000 recreation days 
1n 1980, increasing to 750,000 recreation days in 1990. This level 
of visitation is estimated to be project capacity, and is antici-
pated to continue throughout the remaining 40 years of project life. 
The average annual equivalent benefits derived from designation 
of the Yankton-Ponca reach under provisions of PL 90-542 are $3,306,000. 
Justification 
Pl_ el_u in the following tabulatiOllll abow ecoaoaic justification. 
HYDRO-POWER 
The selected hydro-power plan passes all three economic tests 
resulting in net NED benefits, net comparability benefits, and fi-
nancial feasibility as stated by the marketing agency. The annual 
NED costs and benefits for components of the recommended hydro-power 
plan installed simultaneously are summarized below. 
JUSTIFICATION 
($1,000) 
Pumped Total 
~·t. Peck Garrison S.tor3~e ,System 
Average Annual Benefits $7,909 $9,604 $51,379 $6H,893 
Average Annual Costs 5,608 6,070 ]J,944 45,622 
Net Benefits 2,301 3,534 17,435 23,271 
Bene f it -Cos t Ratio 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.5 
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REARING PONDS 
The estimated annual costs, the estimated annual benefits, 
and the ratio of benefits to costs are summarized below. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Average Annual Benefits 
Average Annual Costs 
Benefit/Cost Ratio 
$1,080,000 
363,300 
3.0 to 1.0 
REACH DESIGNATION UNDER NATIONAL WILD AND SCE~IC RIVERS ACT 
the eatUaated annual coata are 5660,800 co~ared to annual 
benefits of $3,306,000. This component of the selected plan is 
abundantly justified with a benefit-coat ratio of 5.0. 
Summary 
The economic performance of all plan elements is summarized 
below. 
Hl!uro-Power 
ECONOMIC SUMMARY 
(Annual Benefits & Costs) 
On-Site PL 90-542 
Rearins Ponds lJesignation Total 
Benefits $68,892,600 $ 1,080,000 $3,306,000 $73,278,600 
Costs 45,622.000 363,300 660,800 46,567,600 
Net Benefits 23,270,600 716,700 2,645,200 26,711,000 
Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.5 3.0 5.0 1.6 
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Division of Plan Responsibilities 
in arriving at appropriate Federal and non-Federal responsi-
bilities for implementing the various elements of the plan of im-
provement proposed herein, reliance has been placed on policies de-
rived from various legislative acts adopted over a number of years. 
Application of these laws and policies to the various plan elements 
yields the requirements for establishing cost-sharing and other 
responsibilities which are outlined in subsequent paragraphs. 
Federal Responsibilities 
Federal responsibility for bank stabilization measures in-
cludes the obtaining of assurances from a non-Federal sponsor, 
followed by Federal funding and conduct of project design, con-
struction, and subsequent periodic inspection. 
Additional hydro-power facilities recommended in this report 
constitute a wholly Federal responsibility, including funding, de-
sign, construction, operation, maintenance, and replacement to be 
undertaken by the Corps of Engineers. Marketing and transmission 
of the power are also Federal responsibilities, accomplished in 
this region by the Bureau of Reclamation. 
Egery plan sleaent proposing recreatiQaal and enYirOD8ental en-
hancemeut calls for Federal cODduct of project design, coa.truction, 
ad periodic iuapection, with nOD-lederal cost sharing" listed bel"": 
Additional Federal responsibility for recreation access as an 
adjunct to bank stabilization includes obtainment of a non-Federal 
sponsor, and agreement to pay not more than one-half of the total 
first cost of the recreation development. In the development of 
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fish rearing ponds, the Federal Government agrees to provide 75 
percent of the total first cost and to undertake a five-year seed-
ing program to revegetate the shoreline adjacent to the ponds. 
With the single exception of appropriate land use zoning, all 
initial effort associated with designation of the Gavins Point -
Ponca reach under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act will be a Federal 
responsibility. Federal funding will include costs for recreation 
and scenic easements, fee lands required for access and development, 
the development itself, and within-bank protective structures. 
Federal responsibility for operation and maintenance will be con-
fined to selected lands and features. 
Inasmuch as non-Federal interests would be unable to obtain 
Indian lands, should any be needed for project purposes, acquisition 
of such lands will be a Federal responsibility common to all ele-
ments of the recommended plan. 
Non-Federal Responsibilities 
A non-Federa1 sponsor will be required by administrative 
policy to accomplish certain items of local cooperation, commonly 
referred to as the ~ ~£'s. 
~. Provide without cost to the United States all lands, ease-
ments, a right-of-way, and relocations necessary for the construction, 
and subsequent operation and maintenance of the project including 
suitable areas determined by the Chief of En~ineers to be required 
in the general public interest for initial and subsequent disposal 
of spoil and necessary retaining dikes, bulkheads, and embankments 
therefor, or the costs of such retaining works. Accomplish without 
cost to the United States all alterations and relocations of high-
way bridges, buildings, streets, storm drains, utilities, and other 
structures and improvements. 
~. Hold and save the United States free from damages due to 
the construction works. As provided in Section 9 of the Water 
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Resources Development Act of 1974, this shall not include damages 
due to the fault or negligence of the United States or its contractors. 
~. Assume operation and maintenance of those elements previously 
identified for transfer from Federal responsibility upon completion 
of con3truction. 
Non-Federal responsibilities by plan element are summarized as 
follows: 
Plan Element 
Bank Stabilization 
Hydro-Power 
River Access in 
conjunction with 
Bank Stabilization 
Fish Rearing Ponds 
Reach Designation 
under PL 90-542 
Water Supply per 
1958 Water Supply 
Act 
NON-FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Percentage of 
Cost Sharin!l 
None except 
a-b-c's 
Applicable 
a-b-c's 
a-b-c 
Limitations on 
a-b-c Application 
OoM assumed 5 yrs 
after completion 
of individual 
structures; com-
plete reach O&M 
assumed after 20 
yrs of "seasoning". 
No non-Federal responsibility 
50 
25 
o 
100% of 
allocated 
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a-b-c 
a-b-c 
b-c 
(N.A. ) 
OoM aasumed immedi-
ately after com-
pletion of individ-
ual structures. 
OoM assumed immedi-
ately except vege-
tation by aerial 
seed, a Federal 
responsibility for 
5 yrs. 
No transfer of 
Federal responsi-
bility for termi-
nal below Gavins 
Point, protection 
of riverine features 
or maintenance of 
recreation ease-
ments. 
Share O,M&R per 
cost allocation 
Cost Allocation 
Expenditures to the functions recommended for service in this 
report are all treated as specific costs. To the extent required 
by law or regulation, these specific costs are proposed for repay-
ment, cost sharing, or both but this procedure required no cost 
allocation. 
Cost Apportionment 
Distribution of estimated first cost and of annual operation, 
maintenance and replacement to Federal and non-Federal sources for 
the five recommended plan elements are displayed. 
Function 
Bank Stnb. 
Rec Ar:cess 
Hydro-l'ower 
Fish Ponds 
PL 90-542 
Total 
Cll~ltlll 
COST APPORTIONHENr 
(In Ktllioo Dollars) 
Cost 
Fed Non-Fed Fcder~l 
I&A OM&R 
23.01/ 1.2 1.54 0.71 
0.2 0.2 0.01 0 
449.6 0 29.52 16.1~1 
3.2 1.1 0.21 0 
7.4 0 0.50 0.10 
483.4 2.5 31.78 16.91 
Annulll Costs 
Non-F~dcrn1 
Total l&A-!.1 OM& R'Y Total 
:!.25 0.08 0.15 0.23 
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 
45.62 0 0 0 
0.21 0.07 0.08 0.15 
0.60 0 0.06 0.06 
48.69 0.16 0.30 0.46 
Less 449.6 Costs reimbursable to the Treasury of the United 
States with interest (current rate is 6-3/87.) 
Total 33.8 Non-reimbursable Federal capital costs 
II Interest & Amortization 
~/ Operation, ~laintenance, & Replacement 
11 Includes $8.0 of stabilization work already authorized 
!!I Inel",!.,,, .~14. 5~ ~nnual Cost of Pumping Energy and $ .055 Recreation Loss 
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Review of The Report 
The priaery object1 ... of thi. inve.tigation enc~a •• ed a 
vide range of vater re.ource probl ... and opportunitie., all a .. o-
ciated with the exi.ting ae1n .t_ H1 ...... ri River reservoir .,.tell. 
A .y.t .... tic planning process v .. _ployed vherein all practicable 
alternative. vere identified early in the .tudy, screeDing tech-
nique. used to reduce the nUllerous alternative., and coabination. 
of the.e. to a _ageable level, and detailed evaluation then .. de 
to arrive .t a plm which d.-....tratad aconaoa1c. aocial. and Cl-
virOlUDental viability. Throughout thi. proc •••• extenaive public 
involve_nt and coordination activitiea vere carried out in order 
to teat public acceptability of the v.rious plan alternatives. 
Following completion of the analytical atudi •• , including initial 
coordination and publiC inVolV8II&Dt activitie.. drafta of • report 
and Enviroa.ental r.pact Statement vere circulated widely for re-
vi .. and ca..ent. All ca..ent. r.ceived on th. draft report are 
included in Appndiz 2; n.pone.. to c~u on the Draft Environ-
_ntal Illpact Stat_nt are included vith that doc\IIDeDt. which 
acca-paDie. thia report. The following paragrapha sum.arize the 
ca..ent. and vi ... of other. and Corp. re.panae. 
Views of Federal Interests 
Field office. of the Depart_nta of Housing and Urban Develop-
_nt and Health. Education. and Welfare offered no c_nta of sub-
stantial effect upon the finding. and recommendations in thia report. 
S1II1lar expr ... ioaa vere r.c.ived frca the Dep.rtment of Transpor-
tation and the Soil Conservation Service of the Departaant of Agri-
cultur.. The Chicago Regional Office of the Federal Power ~.ion 
confirmed the need for additional generation capacity and .greed 
with the adequacy of the ecooOtaic. and final analysis contained in 
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thi. report with reapect to hydro-power recommendationa. In ad-
dition, no significant effects on developments by othera are ex-
pected. The Energy Reaearch and Development Adainiatration COG-
aented that hydro-power plana ahould be related to plans by others 
and further diacusaion of alternatives .. y be in order. The thrust 
of these coamenta is not clear since their implication was that a 
choice .uat be made between hydro and thermal power, where in fact, 
the two were not mutually exclusive. Studies by the Corpa, in 
coordination with the Federal Power Ca.adaaion and the Bureau of 
Reclaaation, have explored reasonable near term as well as long-
tera-alternatives for meeting regional power loada. Theae are pre-
sented in detail in the Technical Appendix to thia report. 
The Bureau of Reclaaation, the hydro-power marketing agency 
for thia region, has rec.-mended acceleration of deaign and con-
atruction of all hydro-power propoaals contained herein. It also 
certified that the inveac.ent in the hydro-facilitiea could be re-
paid fro. revenuea in s 50-year period. The Bureau furniahed an 
overview of environmental impacts for additional tranaaission line. 
and indicated .ore definitive studies would be .. de during the ad-
vanced engineering planning and design 'steps. Thia is a reasonable 
and econoaical approach in consonance with a syste .. tic planning 
process. The Bureau of Mine. pointed out that this investigation 
did not discuss any mineral evaluation of lands required fro. any 
of the proposals. Since lands that may be required are ainiaal and 
near the river itself, it wa. considered that such evaluations were 
not needed during thia Btage of planning. However, during the ad-
vanced planning atagea thia will be addressed. 
Bureau of Land Manag ... nt made the general obaervation that 
net i~acta on each environmental component vere not clearly pre-
aented and there was not an adequate discussion of cumulative 
effect. in the Drsft EIS. The pertinent section has been rewritten 
in an effort to reduce thie deficiency. A specific observation was 
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that control structures between Gavins Point and Ponca State Park 
would be inconaistlUlt with Natioual IlecreatiOll River desipation. 
The Corps baa vorkeel jointly with the lIUl'eau of Outdoor Ilecreation 
to rasolve this issue and retains the position that no incouaist-
euc:y enats. 
eo-nta by the National Park Service and the Advisory Council 
011 Hiatoric Preservation dealt prt.arily with the need for _re i_ 
vestigatiOll of cultural reaourcea. This is recognized .. a _tter 
to be dealt with _re fully during the advanced planDing atages and 
will be addressed in detail after authorizatiOll. This ia upecially 
pertinent to Indian nservationa .. pointad out by the lIunau of 
Indian Affairs. 
The lIureau of Outdoor Recreation which studied jointly with 
tlla Corps the eligibility of the Missouri River between Gaviua Point 
and Ponca lIaud .. a National Recreation River preaented a uuaber of 
c_nts. With respect to the National Ilecraatillll River· the lIureau 
belie~ 1ta 'dwdp1stration should be in co_ultation with the 
Secretary of Iuterior. Thia 1s C0118idered appropriate and iaple-
.... tation of this proposal should 1nclude such a provision. The 
lIureau agreed also with the other recreational proposala contained 
1n thia report, while urging that iapl ...... tation of "auk stabili-
zation techDiquea be staged to insure ca.patibility with a recreation 
riYar. !be lIureau cODeludad that additional hydro uuita at Garriaon 
are DOt acceptable, because of their ilIIpact on d_stteaa ncreation. 
Thia study haa identified s_ detr~tal iapacta on recreation 
facilities dovuatr_ of Garrison. B_ver. opportunities e%ist to 
relocate ald.sting facilities, provide additional facilities, and 
g_rally offaet ~ of thue iJlpaets. Accordingly. to abaudOD ad-
ditional hydro-power uuits at Garriaou at thia stage of plaauing 
beeauae of recreatioaa! iapacta that can be attigated in large 
measure is neither a reasonable nor a prudent course. 
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The Uuit.d Statea Fish and Wildlife Service concluded that 
Gresory County pu.ped-storage facilitiea appear to be acceptable 
from a fiab and wildlife 8tandpoint provided fiab acreene and 
energy diaaipatera are used in the afterbay area. The remaining 
proj.cta are viewed aa a source of euviron .. ntal desradation, 
eap.cially to fiaberi... Durins thia investigation the Corps haa 
attempted to identify, ineofar aa ia po.aible durins thia plaaniDg 
pbaae, all effecta. Some can be mitigated, sa.e ar. conaidered 
aint.al, and othera cannot be avoided and conetitut. a direct trade-
off for other benefita - power, bank stabilizatiou, and recreation. 
A aurv.y inveatigation ia not a long-range reaearch project; rather, 
it ia an effort to provide a raaaonabl. baaia for plan foraulation. 
Hor. detaUed avaluation b usually required prior to actual COD-
.tructiOD. 'lhb baa been th. caae h.r., aad additioaal envirG1l-
mental atudi •• vill he conducted during the advanced planninS atasea. 
Certain concluaioaa of the Fiah and Wildlife Servic. are not .up-
port.d by Corp. atudi.. to date. Othera will n.ed to be addreaaed 
further. On thia baai., the propoa.la preaented in thi. report are 
rec .... nd.d for advancement to the n.xt planning pha ••• 
Views of Non-Federal Interests 
A aixtur. of vieva vaa .spr .... d by a nUDber of State asencie. 
in Montana, Horth Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraaka. The State of 
Nebraaka g.n.rally concurr.d in the propoaals, but esprea.ed reaer-
vation. On tha local cooperation r.quirements r.quir.d for the bank 
.tabiltzation plan el...at., Thb latter view vaa exprea.ed alao 
by the vatar as.nciea iu North and South Dakota. Despite thb 
videly held view that bank atabilization should be acca.plished 
.ntirely at F.deral expena., proviaiona of Section 32 and Section 
161 of the 1974 and 1976 Wat.r ae.ourees Develo~t Acta leave the 
Corpa no alternative to the obtainius of local aponaora villing to 
peevide a-b-c'.. Th. Fbh and Game Agencies of Montana, North Dakota, 
and South Dakota preaent.d vieww generally along the a&me 11naa aa 
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the U. S. n.h and Wildlife Service. The Montana agency, hovever, 
v .. not opposed to additional power unit. at Fort Peck, per 8e, pro-
vided certain .!tigation .... ure. vere adopted. Mo.t non-govern-
mental organizationa, Ch..oers of eo..erce, electrical utilities, etc., 
support the plana presented herein. Reaction of environmental orga-
nizationa haa been mixed. Mo.t favor the Gregory County project, the 
recreation river, and other related recreation improve .. nts. Their 
greatest reaervationa deal rith blUlk stabilization and additional paver 
units at the Garriaon project. 
Summary 
The data developed in this report and the responses obtained tra. 
its review have led to the following conclusiona: 
eMore detailed plaDning of the improve.ents proposed herein 
should be undertaken prior to construction; the Phase I study called 
for in the Recoa.endationa will satisfy this need. 
eOuring Phase I plaDDing, the Corps of Engineers and State and 
local interests should vork closely to arrive at acceptable bank stabi-
lization .... ur .. that 1II1n1.!ze l18intenance coats and to sX&lline the 
poasibility of Federal .. sumption of such responsibiliti ... 
e In view of the videspread acceptability of the Gregory County 
p~d-storage project, it should be undertaken first, followed by 
the additional power units at Fort Peck, then at Garrison. 
e The National Recreation Il1ver should be designated in accord-
ance with the provisiona of PL 90-542, as amended. 
eAfter evaluation of the bank stabilization structures in accord-
ance with PL 93-251, additional bank stabilization structures should be 
authorized for conatruction in accordance with Phase I studies. 
eThe re-.ining plan element, fishery enhancement, should be the 
subject of Phase I further planning with the State of South Dakota. 
eFurther survey scope studies should be undertaken on the 
feasibility of additional power units at Port Randall, Oabe, and 
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other potential puaped-atorage .ites. The.e .hould be targeted 
for co.pletion in the early 1980' •• 
Plan Implementation 
The preceding .ection took notice that a Burvey report i. 
la •• thaD all-anco.passing. Although this report has identified 
the feaaibility of .everal ..ong the aany el .... t •• tudied, it ha. 
alao identified the Deed to develop additional inforaation in 
certain are... Sa.. of the.e data could be acquired during the 
period of advanced engineering and deaign; .... que. tiona • h_ever, 
Dead to be re.olved before conatruction i. authorized. Ko.t it ... 
in the latter category involve differencea in viewpoint concerning 
eoviraa.ental is.ue. upon which a project's future might depend. 
A f_ of the .. jor on .. are: 
• The extent and .erioue .... of waterlogging below Garrison 
which might be induced by incre .. ed hydro-puking_ 
• The acceptability of a reregulation .tructure in the 
trade-off process at Garriaon. 
• Th ... ed for and the f.aaibil1ty of fbh .cre ... at Gregory 
CaUllty. 
• Th. intera.t of South Dakota in a fiah hatchery or .ub-
iapoUlla..nt. rath.r than fish rearing ponds. 
Theae UIlr •• olved i.sues be.peak the preparation of a Pha.. I 
De.ign He-arandua prior to con.truction authorization. After 
r •• olution of theae and .everal oth.r queationa identified in the 
r.port, it vill be proces •• d to Congr ••• for authorization of the 
.... ral .l_ent., which vill then await funding to initiate eon-
.truction. Project co.pletion aight rea.onably be expected durin& 
the 1980' •• 
lOS 
Statement of Findings 
~he information developed during the course of this investi-
gation and the stated views of other interested agencies and the 
concerned public have been reviewed and evaluated. The possible 
consequences of the alternatives considered have been analyzed for 
environmental, social well-being, and economic effects; engineer-
ing considerations; and other aspects of the public interest. This 
analysis resulted in the following findings: 
• Environmental Considerations 
Reregulation reservoirs below Fort Peck and Garrison, 
8 and 10 miles long, respectively, will provide little 
habitat throughout their length, but will improve con-
ditions downstream over those now prevailing. 
Soft protection applied to areas of active bank erosion 
vill prevent the irreversible loss of high bank lands 
without detriment to riverine habitat. 
Additional peaking at Garrison shows little prospect of 
waterlogging valuable wildlife habitat; however, this 
premise is subject to positive demonstration by drill-
ing and observing test wells during the period of Phase I 
design. 
Pumped-storage hydro-power can be constructed and operated 
at Gregory County with minimal environmental losses • 
• Social Well-Being Consideration 
Hydro-power plants contribute to national energy goals. 
Additional skilled and semi-skilled jobs at hydroplants 
are created in an area characterized by underemployment 
and unemployment. 
River access and National Recreation River designation 
contribute to the quality of life. 
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• Engineering Considerations 
Within the time frame of this study, the alternative to 
hydro-power is nu~lear or fossil-fuel generation. 
Constru~tion of the main stem dams has put an end to 
"a~~retion lands," making erosion an irreversible 
pro~ess. 
Criti~al areas of bank erosion shift over time; a number 
of years are needed to stabilize a river rea~ effe~tively. 
Feasibility of additional power generation at Fort Randall 
and Oahe depends in large measure upon the future growth 
of upstream depletions, a question presently in dispute • 
• E~onomi~ Considerations 
No alternative extension of the navigation proje~t showed 
e~onom1~ justifi~ation. 
Hydro-power alternatives sele~ted were in every instan~e 
more e~onom1~al than the most likely non-Federal 
alternative. 
A ready market exists for the output from every hydro-power 
alternative 5ele~ted. 
River a~~ess and other types of re~reational development 
have benefits well in ex~ess of costs • 
• Other Publ1~ Interest Considerations 
Congress has deDOnstrated in Se~tion 32, PL 93-251, 
Se~tion 161, PL 94-587, et al, an interest to remedy 
a~tive erosion sites along the Missouri River. A 
sy8tem8ti~ accomplishment of this intent is laid out 
in this report. 
The selected plan, as developed in the "Formulating a Plan" 
and "The Selected Plan" sections, is based on thorough analysis 
and evaluation of various practi~able alternative courses of action 
for a~ieving the stated objectives. Some adverse effects associated 
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with the selected plan cannot be avoided, others can be aint.1zed 
through certain attigative actiOIlII. and when weighed against con-
siderations of national policy, atatutes, and sdministrative 
directives, it is cOllllidered that, on balance, the totsl public 
interest could beat be served by iapl_ntation of the plan pre-
sented herein. 
With one exception, studies cOGducted during the course of 
this iGveatigation were extans1ve enough to respond fully to the 
study authorities. In order to more aaarly .. tch needs arising 
over tt.e, certain hydro-power plan el ..... t. have bean deferred. 
The .elected plan, therefore, provides an interim responae to the 
1969 Senate Public Works Coaaittee resolution ill regard to ad-
ditional hydro-power. Studies reaponsive to this authority vill 
be r.su.ed later to provide further cOllllideration of hydro-power 
additions at Oshe and Fort Randall Dame and pu.ped .torage adjacent 
to Lake Sakakavea vith the thought that anergy requir81118nta and 
vater use policies of the 1980's .. y clarify the need for these 
plan ele_ta. 
This ipestigation and this report justify rec_adatioG of 
the selected plan for Congressional authorizatioG for the Phase 1 
design _rand_ stage of advaaced engilleeriag and deeign. This 
procedure provides two phases of project authorization and the 
opportuaity to accomplish or continue detailed studie., to further 
define local support and a.aure that require_nt. for local co-
operation aan be .. t, to resolve both reaa1D1ag areas of conflict 
and any n_ ones which _y arise, and to contino the el_nt. of 
the plan before authorization of a plan i. reca.manded to Congres. 
for construction. 
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Recommendations 
I recommend the selected plan, as aet forth below, be author-
ized for the Phase I design memorandum stage of advanced engineer-
ing and design. The estimated cost of these studies is $2,500,000. 
• The addition of 185 megawatts of hydro-power at Fort Peclt 
with a reregulation dam eight miles downstream at a first cost of 
$77 ,000,000. 
• The addition of 272 megawatts of hydro-power at Garrison 
with a reregulation dam 10 miles downstream at a first cost of 
$83,000,000 • 
• Conatruction of 1,180 aM of pumped storage at Gregory 
County, S.D. at a first cost of $237,000,000 • 
• Construction of bank stabilization at 30 areas of active 
erosion between Fort Peck Dam and Ponca, Nebraska, including recre-
ational access at three sites in North Dakota and two sites in 
Nebraska at a cost of $16,540,000, of which $15,485,000 is Federal • 
• Construction of fish rearing ponds and shoreline planting 
at aeven sites on Lake Oahe and five sites on Lake Francis Case at 
a coat of $4,270,000, of which $3,203,000 is Federal • 
• Designation of the reach from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca 
State Park, NE as a National Recreational River under PL 90-542, 
as aaended, through establishment of recreation and scenic ease-
ments and development of new recreation areas and improvement of 
existing recreation and acceas facilities at a cost of $7,412,000. 
(Date) WILLIAM E. READ 
Brigadier General, USA 
Division Engineer 
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